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Building uses about one third of the total primary energy consumed by the whole world; reducing 
the energy used by building have been hot topics since the oil crisis of 1970s. Building Energy 
Simulation Tools (BESTs) are essential for the evaluation of design schemes for new building. 
The discrepancy between predictions by different BESTs can be significant. Several communities 
have conducted tests and validations involving many BESTs. However, these tests are like 
scattered points in an N-dimension undiscovered domain; besides, the existing tests are mostly 
done in the Europe and USA area. No study has been reported for the tropical climatic conditions. 
This thesis aims to bridge this gap through a comprehensive test and validation study, including 
comparative tests, empirical validations, and sensitivity analysis. The scope of this thesis was 
limited to heat transfer related to architectural fabric. No attempt regarding validation of HVAC 
system models was made owning to lack of proper data.  
A series of mechanism-decoupled comparative tests were conducted. These tests serve to evaluate 
and benchmark the performance of selected BESTs on individual mechanism. It is found that 
potential accuracy issue exists for solar radiation model and long wave radiation model in TAS. 
There are also some other potential accuracy issues in chosen software packages regarding 
conduction, and convection. 
A building at design stage was chosen as the second comparative test case; the boundary 
conditions were obtained from drawings and design specifications. This case study aims to 
represent normal industry practice, and determine their respective discrepancies. It is found that 
annual cooling load predictions will not be diverse for building with light weight construction 
type, when the internal heat gain dominants the cooling load; this is partially due to compensation 
between heat transfer mechanisms.  
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One empirical study was also conducted for a real building. As-built drawings, construction 
elements specifications, power meter data, indoor air temperature recorded by BMS system are 
used as boundary conditions for two free-float cases. Additionally, internal thermal mass and 
infiltration was reasonably evaluated. This empirical test and validation results serve to determine 
the ability of the chosen BESTs in generating reliable prediction for building heat transfer. This 
also helps to pinpoint the problems and shortcomings in the application of the existing BESTs. In 
this test, it is found that even when the boundary conditions are well-monitored, precise 
prediction of room air temperature is still difficult. The internal heat mass in form of furniture and 
other objects, and infiltration rate are the main causes of uncertainty. With a better estimation of 
them, it is possible that the difference between predicted and measured temperatures is smaller 
than 1oC. 
The sensitivity test examined the sensitivity of software packages on building construction 
properties and weather parameters. It helps to pinpoint the variables to which the simulation tools 
are most sensitive. It is found that it is all the chosen BESTs are mostly sensitive to the 
uncertainty in outdoor air temperature. Besides this, the uncertainties in construction properties 
are also very important. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
A building, sheltering people from outside weather, helps to create and maintain appropriate 
internal environment for occupants’ daily requirement or for industry need; meanwhile, it 
consumes a significant part of the world’s energy, and contributes a similar part of greenhouse 
gas emission.  
According to statistics of Energy Information Administration (2007), building sector consumes 
30% of the total energy used by the whole world in 2004; International Energy Agency (IEA, 
2008) also states that in 2005 building sector which includes household and service takes 38% of 
the global final energy consumption and contributes 33% of global total direct and indirect CO2 
emission. Besides the international energy statistics, scholars also carried out energy audit to lots 
of countries; Jiang Yi, et al. (2007) stated that building sector takes 20% to 30% of primary 
energy consumption in China; Energy Conservation Center of Japan (ECCJ) presents that in 2004 
nearly 31% of energy is taken by building in their national energy usage report 2007. As for 
Singapore, Building and Construction Authority (BCA, 2010) stated that buildings used about 37% 
of whole nation’s electricity consumption.  
In many areas of Asia, large part of energy is consumed by building sector, in the form of public 
service, residency and commercial development. Nowadays, with the trend towards economic 
growth and enhancement of quality of life, an increase in energy consumption will be resulted 
and the burden on environment will be higher. 
Building consumes energy through its whole delivery process, spanning from building material 
manufacture and transportation, to demolishment. Energy consumption during the occupied stage 
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takes about 80% of that used in the whole life cycle of a building (Jiang Yi, 2007). Hence, more 
attention should be paid to the occupied stage to reduce the total energy usage by building sector. 
There are lots of factors affecting energy usage in this stage; the critical factors are external 
climatic condition, building design scheme, characteristics of electricity-consuming systems, 
building operation modes, and habit of occupants. Among these factors, building design scheme 
and electricity-consuming system choice can be controlled during design stage, while the other 
factors cannot easily be managed. Building design, as the beginning of the whole process, 
significantly affects the energy usage of a building during its operational stage.  
During design stage, designer should fulfill building owners’ requirement about internal 
environment and also energy usage. To evaluate energy performance of different design schemes, 
simulation is normally employed as a main appraisal tool. By conducting energy simulation, 
effects of lots of factors can be examined; these factors include building orientation, enveloped 
construction selection, choice of shading devices, choice of different air-conditioning system, air-
conditioning system control strategy, and other building elements and system facilities.  
Building Energy Simulation Tools (BESTs) have a long history of more than fifty years. Judkoff 
(1988) gave a summary about the development of BESTs. BESTs were first developed in the 
1960s mainly for equipment sizing. During the oil crisis of the 1970s, more attention was paid to 
energy consumption by building sector, and BESTs were developed for use in building design, 
especially for the evaluation of different envelope systems. BESTs were further developed for 
predicting the energy performance of building systems afterward. In the last thirty years, with the 
emergence of efficient and cheap personalized computing technologies, the software industry 
developed rapidly. According to the US Department of Energy (DOE), there are now more than a 
hundred kinds of BESTs available in the market. 
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BESTs are mainly designed to solve transient heat transfer processes happening around and 
inside a building, including interaction between a building and its external environment, 
interaction between a building and its internal heat sources, and between building elements. For 
these processes, purely mathematical solution is often not sufficiently realistic due to system 
complexity in the real world, hence numerical solutions are developed. To simulate the heat 
transfer mechanisms in building, simplification is usually made for opaque wall conduction, 
surface convection coefficient, sky radiation model, surrounding landscape condition, and other 
boundary condition related mechanisms. For numerical methods, truncation error and method-
inherent error cannot be avoided. These are factors that challenge the reliability of BESTs. The 
adaptability is another major issue in the selecting of BESTs. Simulation tools of developing 
communities normally have their own choice of algorithms, boundary condition manipulation 
methods and commutating algorithms. As a result, discrepancy between simulation tools exists 
and for some circumstance it may be very large. This kind of problem was first pointed out by 
Judkoff (1980). To promote the usage of simulation tools, and make the industry highly confident 
with their design scheme, tests and validations must be conducted. 
 
1.2 Test and Validation of BESTs 
Suitable test and validation process assure the reliability and also enhance the confidence of 
design aided by simulation software. This kind of activity was first raised by Solar Energy 
Research Institute (SERI) in the 1980s, and Jenson in 1995 offered a detailed definition about test 
and validation as “a rigorous testing of a program comprising its theoretical basis, software 
implementation, and user interface under a range of condition typical for the expected use of the 
program”. It is commonly accepted that test and validation is an integral part of software 
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development, and normally, large software development companies normally spend more than 50% 
of their resources on software validation.  
Three kinds of test and validation methods were widely accepted by scholars and research 
communities; they are called analytical, comparative and empirical methods. Analytical method 
uses simple cases where pure mathematical solutions are available to test the performance of a 
particular BEST. Using this method, the internal algorithm errors of BEST may be pinpointed. 
Comparative method is to compare the results from different BESTs under a set of common 
circumstances to find the outliers, and feedback can be given to software developers to check the 
inconsistency. Empirical method uses measured data from real buildings or test cells to validate 
the performance of BESTs. Judkoff (1988) summarized the advantages and disadvantages of 
these 3 methods, and the conclusions  are summarized in Table 1.1. 
Technique Advantage Disadvantage 
Comparative: relative 
test of model and 
solution process 
• No input uncertainty; 
• Any level of complexity; 
• Inexpensive; 
• Quick, many comparisons 
possible 
• No truth standard 
Analytical: test of 
numerical solution 
• No input uncertainty; 
• Exact truth standard given 
the simplicity of the model; 
• Inexpensive  
• No test of model; 
• Limited to cases for which 
analytical solution can be 
derived 
Empirical: test of 
model and solution 
process  
• Approximate trust standard 
within accuracy of data 
acquisition system; 
• Any level of complexity 
• Measurement involves some 
degree of input uncertainty; 
• Detailed measurements of 
high quality are expensive and 
time-consuming; 
• A limited number of data sites 
are economically practical  
Table 1.1 Advantage and disadvantage of the three methods for test and validation (Source: 
Judkoff, 1988) 
Several communities have been active in the testing and validation of BESTs, like Solar Energy 
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Research Institute USA (SERI, now National Renewable Energy Laboratory), Passive Solar 
Systems and Components Testing (PASSYS) project in Europe (1986-1993), Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) in UK, and International Energy Agency (IEA). They developed several 
processes to test and validate BESTs, using combinations of the above three methods; and some 
test and validation results have been obtained.  
These activities help simulation-tool developers and the whole building industry in those regions 
most. These test and validation cases are mostly done in Europe and USA; and hitherto, no test 
and validation of building energy simulation tools have been carried out for the tropical region. 
Judkoff (1988) stated these existing empirical test cases are like scattered point in an N-
dimension domain, and these are only for limited conditions; extrapolation is always accepted, 
normally from one weather condition to lots of weather conditions, from short time usage to long 
term usage, and from small scale test cell to real industry buildings. Such extensive extrapolation 
applications of the validity range of software may lead to high degree of uncertainty in the result. 
Sometimes, the relevant of software can no longer be licensed to have been validated. Software 
packages which have been involved in test and validation process will announce their products as 
“validated”; such a status may not be valid for most of the other regions when the conditions are 
very different. Singapore, as a city in the tropical climatic zone belongs to one of those “other 
regions”.  
  
1.3 Research Objectives 
As shown above, BESTs play an important role during the building design stage and help to 
compare options; their reliability should be evaluated by tests and validations under different 
conditions including different climatic zones. Software developers often claim that their products 
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have been validated under special cases. However, the real performance of these software 
packages under the tropical climate remains unknown to users in this region. Frequently, a user 
chooses one tool at their convenience without consideration about reliability, and this is not good 
for whole industry.   
The work in this thesis aims to bridge the gap by undertaking a series of test and validation 
processes to several BESTs available on the market.  
The objectives of this study are: 
 To test the adaptability of heat transfer algorithms used inside BESTs while implemented 
under tropical climate; 
 To test the potential risk in industry practice when several BEST candidatures exist; and 
to form a snapshot of discrepancy of predictions by different BESTs when implemented 
for industry case;  
 To devise, develop and document an empirical validation case for evaluation of ability of 
BESTs to model the dynamic heat transfer in buildings under tropical climate; 
 To pin-point to which kinds of variable, the result of energy simulation is mostly 
sensitive. 
1.4 Scope and Limitations 
The scope of this study aim to bridge the gap that no test and validation process has been 
conducted under tropical climate and its scope is limited to architectural fabric heat transfer, three 
software packages which are very widespread have been examined using comparative study, 
empirical validation, and sensitivity analysis. 
The three software packages chosen are Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES) 5.9.0.1, 
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Thermal Analysis Simulation software (TAS) 9.0.9 by Environmental Design Solutions Limited, 
and EnergyPlus 2.2 by the US. DOE. 
A well-organized comparative study is done; by using this procedure, the algorithms used in 
BESTs can be tested and compared with each other. This case is totally a heat transfer 
mechanism-decoupled comparative study. 
A real project design stage data is implemented to test the performance of different BESTs. This 
case is used to reappear what is going on in real industry and identify the existing problems. This 
case is totally a coupled comparative test. 
The same building with real performance data is used for an empirical validation. This case 
totally is heat transfer mechanism-coupled comparative and empirical test. Three thermal zones 
whose boundary conditions are well monitored are chosen for this study. 
A sensitivity study about building cooling load on weather data is carried out under tropical 
climate to find out the influence of weather data on cooling load prediction from simulation 
software packages. 
There are several limitations in the research, and they are listed as below: 
1. Only three software packages are chosen for this study due to lack of expert manpower. 
Normally test and validation is carried out by some international communities or expert 
panel consisting of several parties. For the study in this thesis, only the author takes part 
in the work. These three software packages are chosen as they are typical software 
packages developed by European and USA scholars and widely used by industry. For 
further study in tropical region, it is recommended that more tools should be involved and 
the activity held as a seminar. 
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2. No analytical validation is implemented in this study. In a comprehensive test and 
validation procedure, analytical, comparative and empirical tests and validations should 
all be involved since they are complementary to each other. However, analytical 
validation is commonly used to test and validate the performance of numerical algorithms 
for basic heat transfer mechanisms like heat conduction through opaque wall. Algorithms 
were first tested with simple case with analytical solution when they were developed; in 
addition, analytical solutions only exist for simple questions. 
3. For empirical case, no sensitive analysis is carried out due to the uncontrollability and 
complexity in real industry case. Further, when empirical test and validation is carried out, 
well-equipped test cell or highly monitored building is recommended. 
4. In the empirical validation, lots of information is taken from handbook, like building 
material properties, infiltration rate, occupancy heat emission rate and pattern. No on-site 
weather data is used and data from weather station is utilized. 
 
1.5 Organization of This Thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. An outline of each chapter is given as follow. 
Chapter 1 is an introductory text to whole research work. It first presents the background of the 
research work and the definition of test and validation, then objective of study is listed; after that, 
the scope and limitations of work in this thesis are articulated; at last of this chapter.  
Chapter 2 is the literature review part. It covers underlying algorithm of building energy 
simulation tools, test and validation of building energy simulation tools (definition, history, and 
achievement), sensitivity analysis technologies used in empirical validation, and validation status 
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of several software packages available on the market.  
Chapter 3 deals with the research methodology and research design. These include a flow chart 
about research design, selection of software packages, modeling information gathering method, 
and modeling process in different software packages. 
Chapter 4 covers the results for all the test and validation cases and give a detailed discussion.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes present background knowledge  related to building energy simulation, 
test and validation of BESTs, and sensitivity analysis techniques. It first summarizes Building 
heat transfer mechanisms which are numerically solved by BESTs; second, numerical methods 
and boundary conditions used by BESTs are reviewed; as the third part, previous test and 
validation work and findings are summarized; sensitivity techniques are usually employed in the 
test and validation process, and these are the main contents of the fourth part; finally, a 
conclusion is given: in addition to summarize the present status, knowledge gap is also pin-
pointed. 
 
2.2 Building Energy Simulation related Heat Transfer Mechanisms  
BESTs target to solve the transient heat transfer processes happening around and inside buildings. 
These processes involved interactions between target building and lots of elementsincluding 
external weather, other buildings and trees, ground, building element, internal heat emission 
devices, occupants, and air conditioning system (end units, fluid network, and refrigeration 
system); a sketch map of building heat transfer process is given in Figure 2.1. 
The heat transfer processes can be classified into three groups: interaction between building and 
outside environment, interaction between building and internal heat sources and sinks, and heat 
transfer inside building elements (Building here is referred to building envelope, internal furniture, 
and the internal air mass). These categories are described below. 
 Interaction between building and outside environment
Building interacts with outside environment through conduction, convection, radiation and mass 
transfer. These processes can be categorized into 6 classes which are namely 
ground heat conduction; C
ground; D) external surface
by mechanical system; F) m
Figure 2.1 Elements involved in building e
 
 Interaction between building and internal 
The “internal systems” above 
here), occupants, and air-conditioning system. Lighting, equipment and occupant are heat sources 
in building; and air-conditioning is the heat sink. 
 Heat transfer inside building  
Building is an enlarged concept here, including building envelope, internal furniture and intern
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) long wave radiation with sky, outside air mass, other building and 
s convection; E) Infiltration at building fenestrations
oisture transfer through building envelope.  
nergy simulation 
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solar radiation; B) 
 and ventilation 
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air mass. Conduction and long wave radiation occurs between different envelope elements; 
convection occurs between envelope and internal air mass. 
In this thesis, the detailed interaction between air-conditioning system and building, and moisture 
transfer are not included.   
 
2.3 How BESTs Manipulate the Building Heat Transfer Mechanisms 
BESTs offer a way to evaluate the energy consumption to maintain building internal environment 
at setting point and the heat transfer amount into a building. There are several simplifications 
which have been accepted by most software developers and scholars. They are: A) conduction 
through building envelope is taken as one-dimension conduction instead of 3-dimension; only the 
thickness direction is considered; B) moisture transfer through building envelope is not simulated 
simultaneously with heat transfer; the moisture resistance of building material is considered to be 
large enough to keep moisture out; C) building material conductance is taken as constant, 
regardless of its temperature; real test assure that it is advisable to make such assumption; and D) 
Air-Conditioning (AC) system can be taken as steady system and acting ideally. For building 
cooling load simulation, the time step is normally on hourly level, or half hour level; the idea that 
AC system is taken as steady is accepted. When control system needs to be simulated, the AC 
system needs to be considered as transient and dynamic and time step should be much smaller 
than one hour; however, this is not the topic discussed in this thesis.  
The BESTs inherent algorithms related to building heat transfer can be roughly classified into 
four topics: opaque wall conduction solution; building envelope exterior layer heat balance; 
building element interior surface heat balance; building internal air mass heat balance. 
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 Opaque Wall Conduction Solution 
The opaque wall conduction solution is normally the criteria used to classify BESTs. The control 










where α  is the heat 
diffusivity of building material (m2/s); T is temperature, (K); t is time (s); and x is the dimension 
(m). 
This is the basic equation which building energy simulation tools need to solve. There are two 
main methods to solve it: one is numerical method, mainly finite difference method (some BESTs 
also use finite volume method), and lumped capacities method; the other kind is called analytical 
method, which covers response factor method, transfer function method, admittance method, and 
state space method.  
Clarke (2001), Underwoods, et al. (2004) give detailed introduction of most of the algorithm in 
their books; for state space method, publication by Jiang Yi (1981), Ouyang (1991) and Seem 
(1987) can be referred. A summary of these algorithms is presented below. 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) makes space and time discrete, uses a core temperature to 
represent the elements, and it assume the distribution of temperature to be linear between cores. 
There are three main issues in finite difference method: A) the discretizaiton of space and time 
affects the whole solution, if the resolution is too high, then the computation load will very high; 
conversely, the calculation accuracy will not be accepted; B) the finite difference scheme should 
be tackled specially. The choice of difference schemes affecting whether iteration processes need 
to be solved and it also affects the accuracy; C) the arrangement of energy conservation equation 
needs to be considered carefully to ensure higher computation efficiency. The advantage of this 
method is it can solve high order and time variant parameter problem, which cannot be done by 
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analytical method.   
Lumped Capacities Method models building envelope system in a simple way, which is similar 
with electronic circuit manipulation. This method can also be considered a simplified finite 
different method. Building element is treated as lumped capacities and resistances. With different 
resolution requirement, lumped capacities model with different orders may be developed. The 
advantage is that the building components can be put into a system with high time resolution and 
can act fast. This method is used mostly when air-conditioning system or air-conditioning control 
system dynamic character need to be simulated. However, this method is not used in the building 
energy simulation software due to its over simplification. 
Response Factor Method (RFM) applies Laplace transform to transfer one dimension Partial 
Differential Equation (PDE) to Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE); in other words, the time 
domain problem is translated to problem in frequency domain. By taking the surface temperature 
as the drive, and heat flux as the result, the conduction through opaque wall can be easily solved 
in frequency domain. After transformation, the heat flux at each side of a homogeneous building 
slab can be related to the history of surface temperature at both sides. The inverse Laplace 
Transform helps to get the solution in time domain which is the solution of building heat 
conduction through opaque wall. The reverse process is complex when the drive is continuous 
and not regular. Two methods are developed based on the decomposition of drive signals: one is 
response factor method which is described here; the other is admittance method or frequency 
response method which will be summarized in following part. In response factor method, the 
drive signal is decomposed into a time series of unit ramp function; the response of such signal 
can be easily obtained; the inverse Laplace transform when the impulse is assembled of unit ramp 
functions can be obtained by finding roots on complex domain. The response factor method is 
efficient in computation due to two characteristics: 1) there is no need to solve internal 
temperature distribution inside a building element slab; 2) once the response factors are 
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determined, there is no need to re-calculate them again. However, this method has a basic 
assumption that all the coefficient variables should not be time varying. When phase change 
material is introduced into building, this basic assumption is challenged.  
Transfer Function Method (TFM) is a further development of response factor method. It uses 
Z-transform instead of Laplace transform. By using this method, the heat flux at two sides of a 
building element slab is related to historical heat flux data and temperature, and this makes the 
calculation simple. The result from transfer function method is identical to that from Response 
factor method. 
Admittance Method is also called “frequency domain” solution. This method decomposes the 
impulse into sinusoidal signals. The process of inverse Laplace transform becomes much easier 
when drives are sinusoidal signals. The problem with this method is that: it is very difficult to 
decompose drive like convection and radiation heat flux into sinusoidal signals accurately. 
State Space Method is widely used in control system calculation. By discrete space domain into 
slides, the control equation can be reproduced like modern control system. By using matrix 
manipulation, the system can be easily solved.  The advantage of this method is that it reduces the 
computation load. This method was described in detail in Jiang Yi’s publication (1981), Seem’s 
PhD thesis (1987), and Ouyang’s publication (1991).  
To summarize, by using one of above methods, the opaque wall conduction can be solved. 
Energy balance at internal and external surfaces of building element is conducted to relate the 
ambient environment and thermal zone internal environment with building elements. These two 
processes are reviewed below. 
 Building Envelope Exterior Surface Layer Heat Balance 
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The heat balance at the outermost layer of building element is conducted out to relate exterior 
impulse to building element. Normally there are four main heat transfer phenomena happening at 
the exterior surface layer: solar radiation, long wave radiation, convection and inward conduction. 
Solar Radiation is the main external heat gain of a building, and it consists of two part, direct 
radiation and diffuse radiation. For a special location on earth, at a special time, the direct 
radiation angle can be calculated, and so is its intensity. The diffuse solar radiation is modeled in 
several ways from complex to simply. Complex way will consider the diffuse radiation as a 
variable made up by horizontal part, background part, and circumsolar part, while the simple way 
considers the diffuse solar radiation as isotropic. Integration through semi sphere is done to get 
the total diffuse solar radiation. Reflection is also considered in BESTs.  
Long Wave Radiation is a heat exchange path between target building and other buildings, 
ground, cloud, and environmental air mass through long wave radiation. The temperature of other 
objects can be obtained by early research result. Normally, the radiation heat transfer equation is 
linearized in BESTs by using temperature in the former time step. 
Convection Heat Transfer happens on the exterior surface of building elements. The convection 
coefficient depends on surface direction, temperature difference between surface and air, and 
local wind velocity. In case of rain, this coefficient will become much larger than normal value. 
The surface coefficients used in BESTs are obtained from experimental results.  
 Building Envelope Interior Surface Layer Heat Balance 
Similarly, the internal surface of building element will exchange heat with internal air mass, other 
surfaces, building internal heat emission facilities, artificial lighting, and occupants. 
Convection Heat Transfer (natural) happens at the internal surfaces. The convection coefficient 
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is related with temperature difference between surface and air, surface orientation. Compared 
with outside condition, internal convection will not be highly affected by air speed. In real 
condition, the layout of air-conditioning systems end units (diffusers) will affect air speed near 
surface in its boundary layer. In some BESTs, the air speed profiles at surfaces are estimated 
using the air change rate of a zone while others simply omit this effect. 
Radiation Heat Transfer. There are three kinds of radiation for internal surface heat exchange. 
One is that between internal heat emission facilities and internal surface, another is that between 
internal surfaces; the third one is between surface and artificial lighting. A) For internal heat 
emission facilities, normally when they are defined, the portion of heat emitted by radiation is 
given. By using the internal surfaces area and surface property, the radiation part can be shared 
between different surfaces. B) As to long wave radiation between internal surfaces, the main 
problem is that the surfaces are highly coupled with each other. There are several methods to 
decouple this: one is called Mean Radiant Temperature method, introducing an imaginary 
temperature node which exchange heat gain with all the building element internal surfaces; the 
other is ScriptF method, using matrix manipulation to give a approximate simple solution of the 
internal long wave radiation network. C) For radiation between lightings and building element 
internal surface, the manipulation methods are similar with section A). 
 Heat Balance of Building Internal Air Mass  
Building internal air mass exchanges heat with surrounding construction walls, internal heat 
emission devices, air-conditioning system, other space and outside environment. Heat exchange 
paths include convection, radiation, and mass transfer. Convection heat transfer is the same 
amount for air mass and surface interior layers. The amount of heat emitted by internal heat gains 
is normally given when a kind of gain is defined, so is the occupant. Infiltration rate is normally 
given when building is designed, so is the inter-zone air change. Depending on the air-
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conditioning end unit type, the convection part of cooling energy emitted by air-conditioning 
system varies. 
2.4 Test and Validation of BESTs 
In this section, the concept, history and achievement of test and validation are described. Since 
the 1980s till now, there are several communities and lots of scholars that have contributed in this 
field. This section is developed according to regions, communities and activities. Three key sub-
sectors are included in this sector: USA, PASSYS in Europe, and IEA; works of them are 
summarized in temporal order. 
2.4.1 Work done in the USA  
The United States are among the pioneers that developed building simulation tools. DOE, 
BLAST were among the earliest building energy software packages; EnergyPlus and TRNSYS 
are the mainstream simulation tools nowadays. Test and validation has been developed in USA 
since 1980s. The work done by the researchers in the United States is reviewed below; the work 
done by Soar Energy Research Institute (SERI) work and ASHRAE standard 140 are reviewed 
below.  
Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) 
SERI was one the earliest communities in the world contributing to test and validation work of 
BESTs. Their work began in the beginning of the 1980s, and covered analytical validation, 
comparative validation and empirical validation. Judkoff (1988) gave a synopsis of their work, 
and presents the advantages and disadvantages of these three methods as shown in Table 1.1 in 
page 4.  
As the first step, SERI found that big discrepancy existed between predictions from the different 
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state-of-art simulation tools for a simple, direct gain building in a comparative study (Judkoff, et 
al., 1980; Judkoff, et al. 1981); then analytical study was carried out to test the reliability of 
prediction from BESTs; the least but most important, empirical validations were conducted to test 
the performance when buildings are working under real conditions.  
As a further step, a comprehensive test and validation procedure was summarized (Judkoff, 1988). 
As the first step, BESTs should be compared with analytical results to pinpoint the internal error; 
empirical test should be done after analytical validation; finally when the BESTs pass the 
analytical and empirical tests, it can be declared as “validated” and used to validate other BESTs.  
Obtainable data points Extrapolation 
A few climates 
Short-term (e.g., monthly) total energy usage 
Short-term (hourly) temperature and/or flux  
A few buildings representing a few sets of 
variable mixes 
Small-scale, simple test cells and buildings 
Many climates 
Long-term (e.g., monthly) total energy usage 
Long-term (hourly) temperature and/or flux  
Many buildings representing a few sets of 
variable mixes 
Large-scale, simple test cells and buildings 
Table 2.1 Widely acceptable extrapolation for test and validation (Source: R. Judkoff, 1988) 
 
Furthermore, Judkoff (1988) stated that these empirical cases can only act as scattered points in 
an N-dimension immense domain; therefore, the reliability must be assured for the empirical test 
and extrapolation can be accepted. The normal types of extrapolation are as shown in Table 2.1 
SERI works and findings are summarized in Table 2.2 .  
In 1991, the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) was renamed to National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) and afterwards their work was more incorporating with the Department of 
Energy (DOE) and IEA. 
 









Judkoff, et al., 
1980, 1981  
• Agreement on annual cooling and heating load does not assure an 
agreement of temperature;  
• Discrepancy exists for long term high mass cooling load 
predictions;  
• For hourly temperature, four software packages gave different 
amplitude;  
• one error was found in DEROB;  
• Sky radiation model can affect annual cooling load results about 









• Case tested: steady-state and dynamic heat conduction, thermal 
storage, glazing transmittance and conductance, infiltration; and 
response of massive wall to solar radiation 
• SUNCAT, DOE and modified DEROB showed substantial 
agreement with analytical result in conduction test with a 
“shoebox”.  








Judkoff, et al., 
1983 
• A resident house was equipped and enhanced for validation usage 
• The employment of handbook value resulted a 60% load 
discrepancy between prediction and measurement; even most input 
uncertainties were eliminated, a 17% still existed for load prediction 
• The agreement in load involve impacts of compensating error 





• SUNCAT: Palmiter, L., “SUNCAT Version 2.4 User Notes”   
• DOE: www.doe2.com  
• DEROB: Arumi-Noe, F. and Wysocki, M., DEROB III, The DEROB System, Vol 2.4 User Notes 
• BLAST: Building Load Analysis Thermodynamics System 
• SERIRES: Software first quoted by Judkoff’s paper (1983). 
Table 2.2 Works and findings by SERI 
 
ASHRAE Standard 140 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), as one 
of the leading HVAC&R societies, has made significant effort for the standardization of testing 
and validating BESTs. A big establishment was formed for more than 10 years with the name 
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140, Standard method of test for the evaluation of building energy 
analysis computer programs, and the latest version is ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2007. This 
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standard largely adopts the test and validation methodology developed by R. Judkoff et al., SERI 
1980s. It also incorporates the test and validation results from other communities or scholars, 
including ASHRAE projects, and IEA projects. This standard is the first codified method for test 
and validation and was referenced by ASHRAE Standard 90.1 for approval of software used to 
show performance path compliance.  
The structure of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140 is a matrix covering analytical, comparative, and 
empirical methods; each of the branches cover building envelope, mechanical equipment and on-
site energy generation equipment. It keeps collecting and refining related research results; 
therefore, it is alive and keeps growing. The 2007 version covers: comparative tests on building 
envelope and fabric load and mechanical system performance, and analytical verification tests on 
mechanical equipment performance.  
For the building thermal envelope and fabric load cases, Standard 140 absorbs all of IEA task 
12/Annex 21 Building Energy Simulation Test (BESTEST); building heat transfer mechanisms 
are isolated one by one for test and diagnostics. Both low thermal mass and high thermal mass 
cases are involved; conduction, convection, solar radiation, long-wave radiation, window-related 
heat transfer, infiltration/ventilation, and thermostat are tested one by one. Combined cases are 
also included. These standards also give all the details of input requirement, example output for 
reference. The detail of IEA BESTEST can be referred in section. 2.3.3 IEA works.  
For unitary space-cooling equipment cases, Standard 140 utilizes and modifies the work of IEA 
task 22 Building Energy Simulation tools Test and Diagnostic Method for Heating, Ventilating, 
and Air-Conditioning Equipment Model (HVAC BESTEST). Analytical results are provided for 
cases; in which the sensible and latent internal heat gains, zone thermostat set point, outdoor dry-
bulb temperature are the changeable parameters. Quasi-analytical results are provided for more 
realistic cases in which internal sensible and latent internal gains, infiltration rate, outside air 
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fraction, thermostat set points, and economizer control setting are changeable.  The details of 
HVAC BESTEST can be referred in section. 2.3.3 IEA works. 
The space heating equipment cases test the ability of programs to model the performance of 
residential fuel-fired furnace; and this set of testing is also from IEA HVAC BESTEST. 
Analytical verification employs simplified boundary conditions and tests the basic functionality 
of furnace models. In comparative test, specific aspects of furnace models are examined. The 
details of HVAC BESTEST can be referred in section. 2.3.3 IEA works. 
It is also stated that if predicted results from a simulation program fall outside the range of 
reference this simulation program may not be incorrect, but it is worth looking into the detailed 
condition. Similarly a computed value which falls in the middle of the reference range should not 
be perceived as “better” or “worse” than a program which gives prediction at the borders of the 
range. 
To sum up, this standard absorbs cases from other communities and ASHRAE projects; and it 
keeps growing. In 2008, a supplement version was released with minor change.  
2.4.2 PASSYS Project in Europe 
The PASSYS project was launched in 1986 by the Commission of European Communities with 
the objective of increasing performance reliability of passive solar heating system. One major 
initiation was the approval/development of a European validation methodology for building 
energy simulation programs. This project focused mainly on building components, and it gave 
little attention to building plant and equipment.  
Jensen (1995) summarized the philosophy and detailed methodology of test and validation as 
shown in Figure 2.2; test and validation processes were classified into two group: single process 
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validation (mechanisms-decoupled case), and whole model validation (mechanisms-coupled case); 
for these two categories, different procedures were employed. Moreover, he stated that it was 
impossible to perform a complete validation of a program, and that a comprehensive validation 
process could possibly increase the confidence in simulation-aided building design. It is also 
stated that even if subroutines of a program had been approved to work within acceptable ranges, 
when they act together, interconnection may result giving big discrepancy in the predictions. 
Hence heat transfer mechanism-decoupled and mechanism-coupled test cases should be carried 
out together. 
 
Figure 2.2 Test and validation procedure developed by PASSYS project (Source: Jensen, 1995) 
A criteria system for building high quality data set for empirical validation of BESTs was also 
created during the project, and with these criteria, the PASSYS test cell was finally standardized 
and used all across Europe. The PASSYS test cell consists of a service room, a test room and a 
good monitoring system; one wall of the test cell is removable for test different passive solar 
devices; the PASSYS test cell is aloft, supported by several pillars and they help to isolate the 
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ground heat transfer process. 
For empirical validation process, a very detailed flow chart was developed as shown in Figure 2.3 
(Jensen, 1995). As a show case, this methodology was employed to test performance of ESP-r in 
1991 heating season dated from Aug 9th to Sep 6th (Strachan, 1993); and the residual analysis was 
sufficiently powerful to explain the discrepancy between the prediction results and the measured 
values. Similar studies were carried out in other countries which joined the PASSYS project, and 
more reference can be obtained from Wouters et al. 1993, Jensen 1991 and 1993, Palomo, et al. 










Figure 2.3 Empirical test and validation procedure developed by PASSYS project (Source: Jensen, 
1995) 
In 1996, Hahne et al. reported that an improvement to the envelope system was adopted by the 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION 
(Temperature, heat flux, lumped parameters, etc); 
Statistics: parametric sensitivity analysis; Graphics: 
plot 
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PASSYS test cell. After that, heat flux through envelope of test cell was reduced and tracked, 
which made the data sets from test cells more comprehensive and better for validation process. 
In the middle of the 1990s, the PASSYS project was renamed as PASLINK. The PASSYS test 
cells were later used to test properties, and performance of passive solar building technologies, 
including window components, thus making it as standard experiment facility as well as a 
validation test cell. 
To sum up this sector, PASSYS/PASLINK introduced sensitivity analysis to empirical validation 
process, which was much better than subjective judgement. This project contributed largely in 
development of test and validation, especially empirical validation. 
2.4.3 Work done by International Energy Agency (IEA) 
The International Energy Agency (IEA) is a Paris-based inter-governmental organization 
established in 1974 in the wake of the 1973 oil crisis. The initial objective of IEA was dedicated 
to response to physical disruption in supply of oil, as well as serving as an information source on 
statistics about the international oil market and other sector. Now it acts as an energy policy 
advisor to its member countries. There are two sub-sectors of IEA which have finished lots of 
work related to test and validation of BESTs. They are Energy Conservation in Buildings and 
Community Systems (ECBCS) Annex, and IEA Solar Heating and Cooling Program (IEA-SHC) 
task. The IEA work is summarized below. 
1. IEA Annex 1 Computer modeling of Building Performance (1977~1980) 
Comparative and empirical test and validation were implemented in this Annex. The empirical 
study was carried out using Avon bank building (Bristol, England) as a sample; these were 20 
communities that attended this study, and 19 software packages were used. The comparative 
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study was involving 19 simulation software packages; and the discrepancy between predictions 
from BESTs was large, about ±25% for daily value, and ±30% for peak value. This study raised 
that three kinds of study needed to be investigated further: coupling effects across zone 
boundaries; infiltration; and building storage effect. At the end, due to suspicious accuracy of 
input, no firm conclusion was drawn. The work in this Annex is the earliest in this field and is of 
certain guiding significance. More detailed information of this study can be obtained from IEA 
1980a, and IEA 1980b. 
2. IEA Annex 4 Glasgow Commercial Building Monitoring (1979~1982) 
This Annex was developed with consideration of drawbacks of Annex 1, and directed by 
Building Research Establishment (BRE), England. An office building was monitored with 500 
odd sensors including automatic tracer gas technology for infiltration measurement. The whole 
study spanned 4.5 years and 9 simulation software packages were involved. The agreement 
between prediction and measurement was better. Problems in specification and in measurement 
data was identified; and importance of duct heat transfer, inter-zone air flow and performance of 
system and control in practice were also pointed out. However, due to discontent with the 
accuracy, the organizer stated that that set of empirical data could not be used for validation (BRE 
1984). 
3. IEA Task 8 Passive and Hybrid Solar Low Energy Buildings (1982~1988) 
This study conducted an empirical validation; 11 simulation tools were involved, and three cases 
were developed: direct gain, trombe wall and attached sunspace. Results showed that over a 2-
week period, some software packages performed pretty well, within 10% of measured heating 
energy consumption. During this task, decoupled comparative study was first implemented and “a 
reasonable narrow set of ranges in load and peak temperature was obtained, which can be taken 
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as the precursor of BESTEST which was developed in another IEA task which will be introduced 
below. Besides the empirical set, a comparative validation was done on a yearly scale. Details of 
this task can be referred in the publication of Morck. (1986). 
4. IEA Annex 10 Building HVAC Systems Simulation (1982~1987) 
Inter-program comparative study was done in this Annex on HVAC system simulation. The input 
data set was from real case, but empirical test and validation was not carried out. The objective of 
this Annex was first to collect the component models and share, second to demonstrate the ability 
of simulation packages to simulate HVAC system based on real system configuration. For any 
particular study in this Annex, only 3 or 4 simulation tools could finish the task. For a boiler case, 
results from 6 models predicted the annual energy consumption within 2.8% of each other, and 
the trends were similar. Details of the work can be referred in publication of Lebrun, et al. (1988). 
5. IEA Task 12 Building Energy Analysis and Design Tools for Solar Applications 
(1988~1993) 
A comprehensive test and validation procedure was carried out including analytical, inter-
program comparative and empirical test and validation in this Task/Annex; and 25 program/user 
combinations participated this activity.  
The empirical validation was directed by BRE, and managed by De Montfort Universit. In this 
empirical validation, EMC test rooms located at Cranfield airfield were used and 17 BESTs were 
involved. The EMC test rooms consist of four separate rooms with monitoring equipments; the 
test rooms meet the requirements of a good empirical test device which was raised by Lomos 
(1991). The EMC test cells are well-insulated with an infiltration rate less than 0.05; they are aloft 
to separate the ground-related heat transfer; a roof space is also equipped to each of the test cells; 
the south walls of different test cells are different to realize different heat transfer scenario. The 
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detail of the EMC test cells can be referred in publication of K. J. Lomos, et al. (1997). In this 
empirical validation process, three test rooms were chosen and two periods of test were carried 
out, Oct 20-26, 1987 and May 24-30, 1994; and prediction of total energy consumption, 
maximum and minimum, vertical solar radiation and hourly temperature profiles were compared 
between measured data and prediction. At the end of this test, five important empirical validation 
benchmark tests were produced and it was addressed that when prediction from a program falls 
out of the reference range, it should check the simulation. The detailed information of the 
empirical validation can be referred in the publication by Lomos (1994). 
A comparative case was also developed by Annex 21 group, using an office building located at 
Denver. 6 simulation programs were involved, and annual heating and cooling energy demand, 
extreme room temperature, heat losses for windows, exterior walls and ventilation were compared 
between simulation tools. Several problems in simulation tools were revealed including shading 
calculation in TAS and TRNSYS, definition of room air temperature, envelope heat transfer in 
TASE, etc. Although discrepancy happened, they could only be partly explained by limited users. 
The detailed information of the comparative validation can be referred in the publication by IEA 
(1995). 
A comprehensive inter-program comparative test procedure was developed with the name IEA 
Building Energy Simulation Tests (BESTEST) and Diagnostic Method. The work includes a 
diagnostic method based on incremental changes to a base case model, thus decoupling heat 
transfer mechanisms. The assumed building had a location of 39.8 north, and 104.9 west; 10 
software packages were involved in this case. The results showed the power of this procedure. 
Nearly all the simulation tools were found to have problem in their internal algorithm, like 
interior solar absorption in ESP, exterior surface long wave radiation in BLAST, thermostat 
setback and shading effect in TASE, exterior surface solar absorption in DOE, etc. The detailed 
diagnostic flow and case arrangement can be referred in publication of R. Judkoff et al. (1995).  
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6. IEA Task 22 Building Energy Analysis Tools  (1996~2002) 
Radiant heating and cooling test (RADTEST), HVAC Building Energy Simulation Test and 
empirical tests were developed in this task. 
RADTEST. An inter-model comparative test procedure was developed as Radiant Heating and 
Cooling Test (RADTEST); this test was made to complement BESTEST. In total, thirteen test 
cases were involved in RADTEST; by adding more and more building and system features into 
basic case, mechanisms related to radiant heat and cooling system can be checked. Five 
organizations using different programs performed this test; and more than three rounds were 
conducted to improve the test itself and the programs. Over all, the discrepancy between 
predictions from these programs was quite acceptable; and the RADTEST was stated to be a 
reasonable approach for testing surface temperature prediction and energy consumption by 
radiant heating and cooling systems. More detailed information can be obtained in publication by 
Achermann and Zweifel (1995). 
HVAC BESTEST. A series of inter-program comparative test cases were developed to assess 
simulation modeling of steady-state and transient performance of unitary vapor-compression air-
conditioning systems. Analytical solution was developed for steady-state unitary air-conditioning 
system test cases. This test process was a further complement to IEA validation method. At the 
end of this test, the discrepancy between predictions by programs became smaller and for steady 
case, they were quite consistent with analytical results for most of the cases. The details of the 
HVAC BESTEST can be referred in publication by Neymark and Judkoff (2002, 2004). A 
furnace model test process was also developed in HVAC BESTEST (Purdy et al., 2003). 
 Empirical Validation. IEA-SHC task 22 also developed empirical validation for cases; these 
cases included architectural fabric heat transfer (Guyon et al., 1999), interaction between 
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daylighting and HVAC (Maxwell et al., 2003), economizer model (Maxwell et al., 2004). For the 
architectural fabric case, thermal bridge and surface film coefficient were pointed out to be main 
factors causing discrepancy between predicted temperature and that measured; for heating load 
empirical test, the average discrepancy between prediction and measurement was more than 10%, 
and in this empirical test, no solid reason was found. However, after rounds of modification using 
empirical data, more than five errors were fixed for the participating programs. For interaction 
between daylighting and HVAC empirical validation case, the lighting power predictions were 
within 15% of measured data; the deficiency of programs on modeling internal air stratification 
was pinpointed during the process of simulating the heat energy needed for maintaining the 
internal temperature. For economizer model empirical test case, the over-simplified air-flow 
model was pinpointed as to affect the prediction of fresh air flow rate when economizer cycle was 
enabled.   
7. IEA Task 34 Testing and Validation of Building Energy Simulation Tools (2003 ~2007) 
The IEA Task 34 covers all the three test and validation methods, spanning from ground-coupled 
heat transfer, shading lighting load interaction, multi-zone air flow, mechanical equipment and 
control equipment empirical validation, double-skin facade building, and website consolidation of 
tool evaluation tests. The goal of this Task was to undertake pre-normative research to develop a 
comprehensive and integrated suite of building energy analysis tool tests involving analytical, 
comparative, and empirical methods. Eventually 13 countries participated in this research project 
and more than 25 combinations of program and user joined this task. 
There were 5 secondary projects related to ground-coupled heat transfer, multi-zone heat transfer 
(conduction, infiltration, and internal window model), shading daylight and load interaction, 
hydronic mechanical equipment and control, and double-skin facade building. The final results 
covered analytical, comparative, and empirical BESTEST test cases. In total, this project 
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identified 106 results disagreements which had led to 80 software or modeling fixes. A summary 
table was given in the project final report, and shown in Table 2.3. 
All the results and test files are shared on the task’s website for review and usage of scholars, 
communities, industry users and software developers. 
Details of the work done by IEA task 34 and Annex 43 can be referred on webpage: 
http://www.iea-shc.org/publications/category.aspx?CategoryID=39 
Project Leader Disagreement Models Tested 
Fixed Identified 
A. Ground coupled slab-on Grade US/NREL 19 24 9 
B1. Multi-zone non-airflow US/NREL 32 48 9 
B2. Airflow Japan 1 1 6 
C. Shading/daylighting load interaction  Switz, US/Iowa 14 14 7 
D. Mechanical Equipment and Controls Germany 8 10 5 
E2. Double-Skin Facade Denmark 6 9 5 
IEA SHC 34/ECBCS 43 Total  80 106 24 
Table 2.3 Model fixes attributable to IEA Task 34/Annex 43 
 
2.5 Sensitivity Analysis Techniques commonly used in Empirical Test and Validation 
Sensitivity analysis considers requirement for the quantification of uncertainty of measured data 
in empirical validation, and importance of input data for BESTs. Empirical validation can help to 
find out the whole uncertainty in final predictions from simulation programs due to input 
uncertainty, thus giving a resolution value which can be used to decide whether the prediction is 
accepted or not when compared with measured data. It can also help to identify input variables of 
BESTs to which they are more sensitive; therefore the choice of these variables should be with 
more caution, and field experiment can be arranged to produce more accurate values. According 
to its usage, Sensitivity Analysis can be divided into two kinds, one is individual parameter’s 
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sensitivities, and the other is total output sensitivities.  
Sensitivity analysis was included in the test and validation procedure of PASSYS project at the 
very early stage, and Parameter Sensitivity Analysis and Residual Analysis were two methods 
adopted by PASSYS project. SERI had also considered uncertainties, but finally not embodied in 
their standard test and validation process. In this section, three staple sensitivity analysis 
techniques are reviewed; these are named Differential Sensitivity Analysis (DSA), Monte Carlo 
Analysis (MSA), and Residual Analysis (RA).  
2.5.1 Differential Sensitivity Analysis (DSA) 
DSA is widely used due to its ability to explore the sensitivity of the program outputs to input 
parameter directly. It can also generate total uncertainty under some suitable assumption. DSA 
involves just one varying variable for each simulation while keeping the other inputs stay fixed at 
their most likely base-case values; the changes in prediction parameter (p) are therefore a direct 
measure of the effect of the change made in the single input parameter (i). Repeating simulations, 
varying a different input parameter each time, enable the individual effects (∆pi) to be determined: 
∆pi = pi - pB, while pi = value predicted using a modified value of input i, pB = value predicted 
using base-case inputs. 
DSA does not impose a restriction on the form of input data uncertainty, and it is often assumed 
that each input is normally distributed when the related information is not available. The change 
amplitudes of input are usually chosen a middle value of possible range. The value ∆pi/∆i is an 
estimate of first-order differential sensitivity, and a total uncertainty can be estimated by:  
∆ptot = (Σ ∆pi2)1/2.  
Detailed mechanism of DSA can be referred in publication by Lomos (1992), and Macdonald et 
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al. (2001). 
2.5.2 Monte Carlo Analysis (MCA) 
The MCA is used to generate the total uncertainty of software prediction due to those lied in 
inputs. Unlike DSA, definite probability distributions must be assigned to all uncertain input. For 
each simulation case, one value is selected for each input at random based on its probability of 












= −  
−   
∑ , n is the simulation number, N total number of simulations, and 
pmean value of output parameter p. It was stated by Lomas (1992) the accuracy can be improved 
only by doing more than 60~80 simulations.  
Detailed mechanism of MCA can be referred in publications by Lomas (1992), and Loutzenhiser 
et al. (2007). 
2.5.3 Residual Analysis (RA) 
RA is used to identify the relationship between residual (difference between prediction and 
measurement) and uncertainty of inputs. Power spectrum and cross-correlation analysis are 
normally used in frequency domain. The power spectrum discloses at which frequency the 
residual appear; and the cross-correlation analysis discloses which input parameters are correlated 
with the residuals and therefore may cause divergence. Finally the squared multiple and partial 
coherency spectra are analyzed in order to determine how large a part of the residuals may be 
explained by the input parameters. However, the RA does not disclose what is wrong with the 
program. A further method was developed based on residual analysis, named Qualifying Density 
Power Spectrum Test, which can be used to analysis discrepancy between prediction and 
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measurement and also can be used for analysis for comparative test.  
As to above three methods, detailed information can be obtained from publications from Lomas 
(1992), Jensen (1995), and Palomo et al. (1991). 
 
2.6 Summary of Literature Reviews 
Literature related to the building fabric related heat transfer mechanisms, BESTs internal 
algorithm, test and validation, and sensitivity analysis are reviewed in this chapter. The existing 
literature has shown that test and validation is an integral part of BEST development; and it can 
help to enhance the confidence in computer aided building design, and consummate the BESTs.  
In addition, several points can be drawn as to status of the test and validation work: 
1) A lot of effort has been made in this area, and as the emergence of new building technologies, 
and new generation of BESTs, more and more work should be done; 
2) Most of the work finished and going on is based on Europe and America climate conditions. 
There are several reasons for this: 
a. Europe and USA have solid base of building science; and building energy simulation 
is a traditional branch of building science;  
b. More technologies are originated in Europe and USA; and the ability of BESTs face 
more challenge there; 
c. The government, and institutes in Europe and USA gave lots of attention 
3) A comprehensive test and validation process covers analytical verification, comparative study, 
and empirical validation, and even sensitivity analysis.  
a. Analytical verification and quasi-analytical verification helps to pinpoint the errors in 
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BESTs; and after rounds of simulation and modification, at end of each analytical 
verification, the predictions from BESTs were very consistent with analytical results; 
b. Comparative study is quite expense effective and can find out big errors in BESTs in 
form of result outlier; 
c. Empirical validations with accurate data are quite rare and need more effort to 
develop new cases. The shortcomings of BESTs can be found in empirical study; 
d. Sensitivity analysis helps to analyze empirical results; it can also help to determine 
the variables which need more attention in simulation process and laboratory 
measurement.   
4) When building heat transfer mechanisms are acting simultaneously, compensations occur in 
some of the BESTs. In other words, even when the analytical results show good agreement 
between prediction and analytical result on mechanism decoupled case, discrepancy occurs 
sometimes in mechanism coupled case. One example is the work presented by Judkoff (1980). 
5) IEA BESTEST and ASHRAE standard 140 are becoming the most comprehensive test and 
validation processes in the world. 
In Singapore and other tropical climatic regions, no test and validation work of BESTs has been 
carried out till now. By drawing the merits of former studies all across the world, effort can be 
made to understand the performance of BESTs under tropical climate. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Test and validation is an essential process for development and implementation of BESTs where 
positive results would increases the confidence in implementation of a simulation tool. At the 
same time, the weakness of a simulation tool would also be discovered and fixed. This shall also 
be a continuous and endless process as new building techniques and trends appear all the time. 
From the 1980s to 2007, lots of work had been done in this area especially in Europe, and USA. 
In tropical climate region, including Singapore, study on the usability and reliability of BESTs 
has yet to be undertaken and it is still uncertain that how much the discrepancy will be between 
simulation tools when used under this climate. This thesis aims to contribute to this area of study 
in the tropics. Compared with research carried out by IEA, PASSYS, and other projects reviewed 
under chapter 2, this thesis will serve as a pilot investigation.  
This chapter first discussed the choice of BESTs selected for the study; and what is following is 
detailed description of methodology used.  
 
3.2 Choice of BESTs 
As shown in statistics on the US Department of Energy’s (DOE) website, there are more than a 
hundred building simulation codes developed as of today. In this thesis study, three simulation 
software packages are chosen for investigation due to their popularity in market and research 
community. They are Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES) 5.9.0.1, Thermal analysis 
simulation software (TAS) 9.0.9 by Environmental Design Solutions Limited, and EnergyPlus 2.2 
by the US. DOE. The test and validation status of these tools is also shown. 
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3.2.1 Justification of IES  
Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES) is leading software in the market with good user 
interface, and long history of usage in industry. The IES developer releases new version of IES 
about twice a year; and the latest version is 6.2.0.1; and in this thesis, IES 5.9.0.1 is used. The 
core solution of opaque wall in IES is using numerical method which is very popular in Europe 
and has been developed for more than 30 years. IES can simulate building energy consumption, 
HVAC system, CFD, lighting design, and other building performance simulation, thus making it 
an integrated building environment simulation package. In this study, only the building heat 
transfer part and simple HVAC system part are examined.  
IES 5.8 has been tested with AHSRAE Standard 140. This standard includes 326 test cases 
covering heating and cooling load tests, free float tests, and sensitivity tests for both low thermal 
mass and high thermal mass. Compared with results from 8 sets of reference building simulation 
tool results, IES predicts a value outside the range set by others in only 18 cases. The 
discrepancies were analyzed; the main factors are different sky model for long-wave radiation 
calculation, and indoor air emissivity model. The IES sky model produces cooler sky temperature 
than the models in other programs; and this model is accepted by the Chartered Institution of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Guide A. The indoor air model inside IES is a little more 
realistic than the models used in other simulation programs; it accounts for the emittance of 
indoor air which introduces radiation between indoor air mass and surrounding walls; and the 
indoor air emittance model involves indoor humidity. To sum up, the ASHRAE Standard 140 
tests do not reveal any bugs in IES. The difference between IES 5.9.0.1 and IES 5.8.0 are new 
functions and user interface features and no internal algorithms related to heat transfer are added. 
The detailed test results can be referred to on IES VE website:  
http://www.iesve.com/content/mediaassets/pdf/ASHRAE%20140%20ApacheSim%20v5.8.1.1%20Envelope.pdf 
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3.2.1 Justification of TAS 
Thermal Analysis Simulation Software (TAS) is from the UK. It adopts method is from a PhD 
thesis from the University of Cambridge, 1982. The core solution method is a known as co-
ordinate method with a time step 1 hour. This method is similar with Response Factor Method 
(RFM), and may be considered as a variant of RFM. The latest version of this simulation tool is 
TAS 9.1.4.1. It has grown into a comprehensive software package including building energy 
simulation and CFD simulation. Since the research work in this thesis is initiated in late 2008, the 
only version TAS 9.0.9 is used.  
The test result of TAS 9.1 against ASHRAE Standard 140 was released Jun 2009. For annual and 
peak value of heating load and cooling load, only 1 of 124 cases is slightly out of the range 
predicted by reference programs; and the reason for discrepancy is stated to be that the 
transmitted solar radiation reflection model in TAS is more complex than other and this result is 
acceptable. For the free float case, results from TAS are cooler than the reference programs; it is 
stated that the sky prediction model in TAS causes this kind of discrepancy; however this model 
is more realistic than those used in other model. Finally, it is stated that no error was found. The 
difference between TAS 9.0.9 and TAS 9.1 is that more compliance functions are added. The 
detailed test data can be referred to on the website: http://www.edsl.net/main/Software/Validation.aspx. 
3.2.3 Justification of EnergyPlus  
The EnergyPlus simulation tool is the developed by Department of Energy, USA. EnergyPlus 
absorbs the merits of DOE-2 and BLAST which were among the earliest BESTs in the world. 
Today EnergyPlus is one of the most powerful building energy simulation tools and is mainly 
applied for research work. It has no original user friendly interface to work with the simulation 
engine. EnergyPlus can model heating, cooling, lighting, ventilating, and other energy flow as 
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well as water in buildings. The latest version is EnergyPlus 6.0.0, released in November, 2010. 
The copy used in this study is the EnergyPlus 2.2.0. The upgrade from V2.2.0 to V5.0.0 is mainly 
HVAC model, more options for input, but the basic solution engine for heat transfer is not 
changed. EnergyPlus has been test to analytical result, comparative results and empirical results 
which have been obtained all across the world; and its result has been listed in ASHRAE 
Standard 140 as a reference. To facilitate the model building process, OpenStudio plug-in is used 
with EnergyPlus. EnergyPlus has been tested with nearly all the test and validation processes 
established by IEA and USA communities. 
3.2.4 Focus of This Study 
This study mainly focuses on elementary parts of building simulation packages, which is the core 
parts of BESTs; they include opaque wall conduction, solar radiation, window-related heat 
transfer, building element surface properties, infiltration and ventilation, and basic air-
conditioning system. These parts normally will not be changed much as software packages update 
and release new version to enlarge its capability. 
It will be good to include more simulation tools in this thesis study; however, due to lack of time 
and resource constraints, only three tools are used in this study. The reasons of choosing them 
include: 
1. They have been validated under other projects, and results were very good among peers.  
2. They are very popular among industry users and education communities.  
3. Their engineering manuals are open to public; when discrepancy emerges, further effort 
can be made. 
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3.3 Research Design 
To test and validate the usability and reliability of BESTs under tropical climate, two of the 
existing methods are used in this study; they are comparative test and empirical validation. As 
discussed in chapter 2, comparative tests are very useful in finding problems in the application of 
BESTs without real data and they are very expense-effective; IEA BESTEST, HVAC BESTEST 
series and ASHRAE Standard 140 include this approach as a main one; empirical validation is 
also involved in this study because it is integral in a comprehensive test and validation procedure, 
and it will reflect the real condition in a particular climatic region. 
Sensitivity analysis is also carried out in this study. It is important to determine the sensitivity of 
simulation tools using tropical climatic weather data and construction property data.  
A schema illustrates the whole research work, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Research methodology and road map of this study   
As shown in Figure 3.1, four cases are developed including two comparative study cases, one 
empirical validation case, and a sensitivity analysis case. Detailed information of the four cases is 
described in sections below. 
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3.3.1 Mechanism-Decoupled Case 
As shown in Chapter 2, heat transfer mechanisms act simultaneously and interact with each other 
in real building and in BESTs; and this makes the diagnostic of discrepancy in validation process 
harder since compensations between mechanisms exist nearly whenever heat transfer happens. 
However, in BESTs, there are hundreds of variables which can be used to define nearly all the 
properties of elements in building; by setting some variables to special values, the corresponding 
heat transfer mechanism can be isolated, thus the decoupling of heat transfer mechanisms 
becomes feasible even though the scenarios may not seem realistic.  
In IEA Task 12 “Building Energy Analysis and Design Tools for Solar Applications – United 
States”, building heat transfer mechanisms were firstly decoupled and tested in series by taking 
advantage of the flexibility of input variables in BESTs. The test and validate process was further 
developed as “IEA BESTEST”.  The basic philosophy in IEA BESTEST is to isolate heat transfer 
mechanisms by setting corresponding variables to special values. The diagnostics flow of IEA 
BESTEST can be referred in the Appendix. Afterward, this IEA BESTEST methodology was 
accepted by ASHRAE Standard 140 and IEA validation methodology.  
The method in IEA BESTEST consists of a series of carefully specified test case buildings that 
progress systematically from the extremely simple to the relatively realistic. Two processes were 
recommended for the testing and validating of BESTs in IEA Task 12; one is “qualification” 
process, and the other was called “diagnostic” process. The “qualification” process includes fewer 
test cases than “diagnostic” process; the “qualification” process can only test windows at different 
orientation, horizontal and vertical shading device, set-back thermostat, night ventilation 
economizer cooling, passive solar sunspace, and ground coupling while the “diagnostics” test 
process can test more basic aspects like conduction, convection, solar radiation, and surface 
emissivity besides those in “qualification” test process. The detailed information can be referred 
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in Appendix C. The first field trail showed the usability of this test procedure; different internal 
errors were pinpointed for TRNSYS 12.2, ESPsim v6.18a, DOE 2.1D, and BLAST 3.0 at the end 
of this task. The diagnostic philosophy of IEA BESTEST is summarized below. 
In the building heat transfer process, conduction through opaque building elements and 
convection at surface of building elements are elementary; and they happen in all of the heat 
transfer process. For common building with normal building elements, conduction affects the 
whole heat transfer process more than convection which has been proven by scholars. The first 
case in IEA BESTEST was arranged to test conduction calculation in BESTs for light weight 
building. The second case introduced a blind glass wall to enhance the effect of convection and 
test the surface convection algorithm. After testing of conduction and convection, exterior surface 
absorptance of building element and incidence solar intensity, surface emissivity, windows 
related heat transfer, infiltration/ventilation, thermostat set back were tested one by on  by 
controlling different properties of building elements or adding corresponding building elements 
like windows and shadings. For basic cases, the heat load and cooling load were main targeted 
output variables. For the cases afterward, the heat load, cooling load, and the difference between 
the current case and basic case were used as indicators of discrepancy; and the difference between 
current and basic cases were taken as the influence of currently tested mechanism and 
corresponding algorithm. 
The study in this thesis aims to test and validate only basic heat transfer mechanisms related to 
architectural fabric. The corresponding heat transfer mechanisms and a simple assessment of their 
flexibility in state-of-the-art BESTs are summarized in Table 3.1; compared with the BESTs used 
in IEA Task 12, the BESTs now is more flexible. The philosophy of IEA BESTEST “diagnostics” 
process was utilized in this study; and most of the cases in IEA BESTEST fabric tests are 
included in this study.  
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Phenomenon Drive source Path Control Variables Can be Controlled 
or Not in BESTs 




fluid and surface 
Wall surface Convection coefficient Yes 
Solar radiation Sun Surface absorption 
and window 
Surface absorptance; 
window properties Yes 
Long-Wave 
Radiation 
Sky, Cloud, Ground, 




Sun, High air 
temperature Window 
Transmittance, surface 








Flow rate of 
infiltration/ventilation Yes 












system characteristic Yes 
Table 3.1 Summary of architectural fabric related heat transfer mechanisms  
The building used is the cuboid with its longer sides facing south which was used in IEA 
BESTEST; its dimension is shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. There are totally 12 cases 
developed to test and validate the performance related to different building heat transfer 
mechanism; they are list in Table 3.2.  
In this study, Singapore weather data is used to form a tropical climate mechanism. The 
diagnostic flow is shown in Table 3.3; the annual cooling load is the target output used in the 
validation process. This is due to the importance in air-conditioning system design and sizing in 
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No. Name Envelope Convection Wall Window Shading Abs Emi Infil 
Internal 
Gain: W Thermostat 
1.1 Conduction LW N - - 0 0 - - 24 
1.2 Convection LW Y - - 0 0 - - 24 
1.3 Absorption LW N - - 0.9 0 - - 24 


























LW N E&W 
Overhang 
and Fin 
0 0 - - 24 
1.7 Infiltration LW N - - 0 0 0.3 - 24 
1.8 Internal Gain LW N - - 0 0 - 200 24 




LW N - - 0 0 - - Seb 




HW N S - 0 0 - - 24 




HW N - - 0 0 - - Seb 
"Abs" stands for  "Absorptance"; "Emi" stands for "Emissivity";  "Infil" stands for "Infiltration"; ""LW" stands for "Low Weight"; 
"HW" stands for "Heavy Weight"; "-" stands for "Not Available"; "Seb" Stands for "Set back for intermittent; during daytime, 24; 
nighttime, off"; In EnergyPlus, Emissivity cannot be set to "0", and the value "0.001" is used 
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1.1 Conduction Test Q1.1 Opaque wall conduction with light weight 
construction  
1.2 Convection Test Q1.2-Q1.1 Convection heat transfer through a blind glass 
wall 
1.3 Solar Absorption Q1.3-Q1.1 Solar radiation incidence density and surface 
absorption 
1.4 Long-Wave Radiation Q1.4-Q1.1 Long-Wave Radiation at exterior surface of 
building envelope 
1.4a Long-Wave Radiation Q1.4a-Q1.1 Long-Wave Radiation at interior surface of 
building envelope 
1.5 South Oriented Window Q1.5-Q1.1 South Oriented Windows 
1.5a Cavity test Q1.5-Q1.5a Cavity test when internal surface absorptance 
decreases from 0.9 to 0.6. 
1.5b Shading test Q1.5-Q1.5b Shading effect test when overhang is added to 
south oriented window 
1.6 East and West Oriented 
Windows 
Q1.6-Q1.1 Test on Ease and West window related heat 
transfer mechanisms 
1.6a Shading test Q1.6-Q1.16a Shading effect test when overhangs and fins are 
added to East and West Oriented Windows 
1.7 Infiltration test Q1.7-Q1.1 Test of infiltration manipulation 
1.8 Internal gain test Q1.8-Q1.1 Test of internal heat gain manipulation 
1.9 Thermostat tests Q1.9a, Q1.9b Different thermostat setting test, and intermittent 








t  1.10 Heavy weight 
construction conduction test 
Q1.10 Opaque wall conduction with heavy weight 
construction 
1.11 South oriented 
windows 
Q1.11-Q1.10 Interaction between south oriented window and 
heavy weight construction 
1.12 Intermittent air-
conditioning mode 
Q1.10-Q1.12 Test of interaction between heavy weight 
construction and intermittent Air-Con system 
Table 3.3 Case number and diagnostic process in the mechanism-decoupled study 
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Figure 3.2 Basic model with windows on south facade in BESTEST 
 
 










1 m East Facade 
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Figure 3.4 Basic model with windows on east and west facades in BESTEST 
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Compared with original cases in IEA BESTEST diagnostic process, the cases used in this thesis 
have several improvements for better insulation of heat transfer mechanisms; they are listed 
below:  
• In cases which need to shield building surface solar absorption, cases in this study use a 
solar absorptance value of  0 instead o.1 which was used in IEA BESTEST. Therefore, 
the solar radiation is totally shielded; this is helpful for analysis; 
• In the solar radiation test cases, the surface solar absorptance uses a value of 0.9 instead 
of 0.6 which was used in IEA BESTEST. 
• In the long-wave radiation test cases, exterior surface emittance uses a value of 0.001 
instead of 0.1 which was used in IEA BESTEST.  
With the improvements above, the original sequence in IEA BESTEST become less important 
since only one mechanism can be tested in each case. There are also three major differences 
between the comparative test in this study and IEA BESTEST.  
1) IEA BESTEST is a sequential test procedure which requires BESTs to pass one before 
proceeding to the next; and in case series in this study, the heat transfer mechanisms are fully 
decoupled and no strict sequence is required. 
2) In IEA BESTEST, more output variables were compared between BESTs, while the test 
procedure in this study only focuses on the cooling load. 
3) IEA BESTEST tests both heating and cooling load for a middle latitude location while the 
test procedure in this study is implemented for tropical condition. 
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3.3.2 Mechanism-Coupled Case 
BESTs are widely used in building design stage to compare options or evaluate trade-offs. In this 
section, a more realistic case study was conducted, and the data are drawn from drawings and 
design documents of a real building. The objective of this case study was to reproduce an industry 
condition and test the performance of the chosen BESTs in a complex real world situation. In this 
case, all the heat transfer mechanisms are acting simultaneously, thus making the test different 
from the preceding study.  
The building concerned is a three-level education building, about 1/3 of the building is natural-
ventilated; a PV curved roof acts as an unattached shading device. A simplification is made to the 
models by omitting the natural-ventilated section of the building. The floor plan is as shown in 
Figure 3.6, and the models in TAS, IES, and EnergyPlus are as shown in Figure 3.7. The 
properties of construction elements, building internal heat gain setting, and infiltration / 
ventilation are all set according to design targets specified, and they are as shown in Tables 3.5, 
3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. The schedule settings use the data which is specified by building owners, for 
most of the thermal zones, operating hours are from 8 am to 7 pm. For all the thermal zones, the 
air-conditioning thermostat is set to 24 oC during the operating hours. Default ideal air-
conditioning systems in the chosen BESTs are used. The weather data from IWEC is used in this 
test.  
Since the drawing tools in TAS 9.0.9 do not have the function of “snap” or “dimension input”, the 
final model in TAS is slightly different from the in the other simulation tools; and the area 
differences is summarized in Table 3.4. 
No attempt to analyze the discrepancies caused by different heat transfer mechanisms was made 
in this test due to the nature of heat transfer scenarios in real world. No isolation could be done. 
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Figure 3.6 Dimension information for mechanism coupled case 
 
Figure 3.7 Model outlook and individual information of mechanism coupled case 
Zone Design Area m2 TAS Area m2 Difference 
Z11 195.69 191.45 2.2% 
Z12 246.6 241.18 2.2% 
Z13 77.4 74.84 3.3% 
Z21 288.51 284.14 1.5% 
Z22 324 317.91 1.9% 
Z31 288.51 284.14 1.5% 
Z32 324 317.91 1.9% 
Table 3.4 Difference between area in TAS and that in the other two BESTs 
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SpecH SurfAB SurfEM 
Internal wall Inside Acoustic tile 9 0.06 400 840 0.7 0.9 
Middle Gypsum 96 0.25 721 837 - - 
Outside Acoustic tile 9 0.06 400 840 0.7 0.9 
External wall Inside Acoustic tile 9 0.06 400 840 0.7 0.9 
Middle Gypsum 150 0.25 721 837 - - 
Inside Acoustic tile 9 0.06 400 840 0.7 0.9 
Internal floor - Concrete 150 1.13 2000 920 0.65 0.9 
Ground Inside Timber 25 0.14 650 1200 0.7 0.9 
Outside Insulation 1003 0.04 1 10 0.7 0.9 
Roof Inside Plasterboard 10 0.16 950 840 0.7 0.7 
Middle Fiberglas Quilt 111.8 0.04 12 840 - - 
Outside Roof deck 19 0.14 530 900 0.7 0.7 
THK = Thickness; Cond = Conductivity; SpecH = Specific Heat; 
 SurfAB = Surface Absorptance; SurfEM = Surface Emissivity 




















12 - 2.08 




4 1 - 0.816 0.07 0.07 0.84 0.84 
THK = Thickness; Cond = Conductivity; Conv Coef = Convection Coefficient; SlTrn = Solar 
Transmittance; SlRef = Solar Reflectivity; Emi = Emissivity; INT = Internal; EXT = External  
Table 3.6 Transparent material properties in comparative test case 
 Design Data W IES and EP Setting W/m2 TAS Setting W/m2 
Zone EQP OCP LGT EQP OCP LGT EQP OCP LGT 
Z11 180.0 1725 870.8 0.92 8.81 4.45 0.94 9.01 4.55 
Z12 281.1 5750 2029.5 1.14 23.32 8.23 1.16 23.83 8.41 
Z13 0.0 460 219.8 0.00 5.94 2.84 0 6.15 2.94 
Z21 1332.9 3910 1131.0 4.62 13.55 3.92 4.69 13.76 3.98 
Z22 1496.9 5290 1270.1 4.62 16.33 3.92 4.71 16.64 3.99 
Z31 799.2 1380 1330.0 2.77 4.78 4.61 2.81 4.86 4.68 
Z32 1539.0 11040 1419.1 4.75 34.07 4.38 4.84 34.73 4.46 
EQP = Equipment; OCP = Occupant; LGT = Lighting 
Table 3.7 Internal gain information used in comparative test case  
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 Design Data ACH 
Zone Infiltration Ventilation 
Z11 0.1 0.64 
Z12 0.1 1.69 
Z13 0.1 0.43 
Z21 0.1 0.97 
Z22 0.1 1.19 
Z31 0.1 0.4 
Z32 0.1 2.87 
Table 3.8 Infiltration/Ventilation data used in comparative test case  
As stated before, compensation will happen when all the mechanisms act simultaneously. It is 
very difficult to validate the algorithms and codes for separate heat transfer mechanisms in 
realistic case. However, this comparative test aims to provide a snapshot of real industry activity, 
and aims to find out the effect of choosing different BESTs during design usage. The annual 
zonal cooling load of the building and cooling load for individual thermal zone were used to be 
criteria to compare performance of chosen BESTs.  
3.3.3 Mechanism-Coupled Empirical Case 
As shown in Chapter 2, empirical validation is an integral part of a comprehensive test and 
validation procedure; and most of the empirical validation cases ever conducted was using test 
cell facilities. This illustrates that the well-controlled boundary conditions and good data-logging 
system are two essential elements in successful application of empirical validation. This section 
develops an empirical validation case, including two free-float cases of three well-monitored 
zones in an actual building.  
The building used in the preceding mechanisms coupled comparative test section was actually 
built and finished. The relevant data have been recorded using installed building management 
system. The real building uses several new technologies that contribute to environmental 
sustainability. They include vertical greenery, green roof, spandrel wall, Single Coil Twin Fan 
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(SCTF) AHU, Under Floor Air Distribution (UFAD) with Personalized Ventilation (PV) system, 
Mirror Duct, Light Pipe, complex west facade shading system, and other green technologies. 
Finally, three thermal zones of this building were chosen for the empirical validation. IES 6.0 and 
EnergyPlus 2.2 are used in this section; TAS 9.0.9 was not used as it was not particularly suited 
for complex shading representation. The appearance of the finished building is shown in Figure 
3.8. The detailed models in IES and EnergyPlus are as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The 
thermal zones chosen for this study are shown in Figure 3.11; they are chosen because the 
boundary conditions of these zones are well monitored compared to those of other zones. 
The construction information was obtained from as-built drawings produced by the architects and 
engineers of the project. Compared with primary design stage, the shading device, surrounding 
buildings, naturally ventilated zones, and green wall are added to the final model. Mirror duct and 
light pipe are not included due to software limitation and they are not in the concerned thermal 
zones for validation. The green wall simulation method was adopted from a publication of Wong 
et al. (2009). The spandrel wall was built to its dimensional information, and internal air layer 
natural convection was not fully considered. The thermal mass of internal furniture was assessed 
according to their usage and added to the models. 
There are three ventilation strategies used by the air-conditioning system in this building. 
Although the modules in the state-of-the-art BESTs are still not well developed, effect of 
ventilation strategies can be ignored since this study focuses on free-float case. The infiltration 
rate for different was added to the thermal zones according to empirical data. 
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Figure 3.8 Appearance of the real building  
 
Figure 3.9 Detailed model generated for IES simulation 
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Figure 3.10 Detailed model generated for EnergyPlus simulation 
 
Figure 3.11 Monitored thermal zones for empirical validation usage  
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The building has been completed and operated for half a year. The measured results of two sunny 
weeks have been chosen for empirical validation. Internal air temperature, VAV boxes’ 
temperature, lighting load and plug load, local weather station readings (global irradiance, 
temperature, and wind velocity) have been measured or recorded using on site instrumentations 
which have been fully calibrated after completion of the building. 
The global irradiance is split into direct and diffuse radiation readings using regression model 
from Chaves (2000). The wind direction is assumed to be the same with history data at a given 
time. Historical humidity data is used and there is very little effect on free-float temperature 
profile since only humidity balance model is used in most of BESTs and interaction between 
humidity and temperature are involved. The internal air temperature is the target variable for 
empirical validation; measured data and predicted data by simulation packages are compared and 
analyzed. No empirical case was developed for HVAC system, due to drift of sensors. 
Due to lack of sensors to monitor heat transfer amount by different mechanisms, no attempt to 
analyze the effect of individual heat transfer mechanism was made in this empirical study. 
3.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
All empirical and experimental studies require having a clean understanding of the sensitivity of 
results. This enables the drawing of appropriate and unambiguous conclusion, and the separation 
of real findings from measurement, sampling and reading errors. In the examination of empirical 
results, understanding of the sensitivity of results enables the researcher to ascertain within the 
discrepancy between the measured and predicted results the significance of true theoretical 
discrepancy, measurement discrepancy or instrumental or statistical errors.  
In the study of simulation tool, one can also examine the influence of input data range and 
variation on the response of the simulation method. The variables to which the output is most 
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sensitive can be determined; thus the direction of further field experiment can be obtained and 
more caution should be paid during choosing input values for BESTs. The sensitivity also serves 
as one kind of validation process as other comparative study. A sensitivity study was conducted 
in this thesis as to uncertainty in weather data and architectural fabric properties.    
International Weather for Energy Calculations (IWEC) is a main weather data source for 
Singapore area, and this set of data is used in the comparative study; and there is no uncertainty 
data available for IWEC weather data. In the publication of H. Manz et al. (2006), a set of 
uncertainty data for weather station used in the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Material Testing 
and Research’s (EMPA) test cell was presented. One assumption was made that the sensors used 
in EMPA test cell are same with IWEC sensors; their inherent uncertainties were same. The 
EMPA test cell data set also covers uncertainties of architectural fabric properties; these data is 
also used in this study. 
The sensitivity test process in this section use DSA method and include a base case and 16 sets of 
sensitivity test cases. The cuboid used in comparative test is used in this sensitivity case and no 
windows or other fenestration devices are included in this case. In each of the 16 case, the 
uncertainty of one kind of input was added to basic case to test the corresponding sensitivity of 
output. The detailed information of the cases is as shown in Table 3.9. 
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1 Atmospheric Pressure IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±50 Pa 
2 Extraterrestrial Horizontal 
Radiation (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
3 Extraterrestrial direct normal 
Radiation (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
4 Horizontal Infrared radiation intensity from sky (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
5 Global horizontal radiation (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
6 Direct normal radiation (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
7 Diffuse horizontal radiation (Wh/m2) IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±2% 
8 Dry bulb temperature IWEC weather data EMPA test cell ±5K 
9 Dimension of building elements BESTEST case EMPA test cell ±0.02m 
10 Thickness of the building 
elements EMPA test cell EMPA test cell 
Depends on 
elements 
11 Density of architectural fabric EMPA test cell EMPA test cell Depends on 
elements 
12 Specific heat of architectural fabric EMPA test cell EMPA test cell 
Depends on 
elements 
13 Thermal conductivity of 
architectural fabric EMPA test cell EMPA test cell 
Depends on 
elements 
14 Surface solar reflectance EMPA test cell EMPA test cell ±1% 
15 Surface visible light reflectance EMPA test cell EMPA test cell ±1% 
16 Surface emissivity EMPA test cell EMPA test cell ±5% 
Table 3.9 Detailed information of the sensitivity test cases  
 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter consists of two main parts; the first part is concerned with choice of BESTs which 
are used in this study; the other part states the roadmap and detailed procedure of the research 
work in this study. Serving as a pilot research, this study limits its scope to test and validation of 
architectural heat transfer algorithms in BESTs. Comparative study, empirical validation, and 
sensitivity analysis were involved in this study and nearly 90 simulation cases were run in three 
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chosen BESTs. To sum up, the work done in this thesis and corresponding significance is 
summarized in Table 3.10. 









A real building with 
information from primary 
design stage 
Representation of real case 
happening in industry and 






A real building with 
information from building 
operation data and as-built 
drawings 
Use real building data to 
validate BESTs, and find 








IWEC data and uncertainty 
range from a standard weather 
station; building construction 
properties and related 
uncertainty 
Check sensitivity of 
software according the 
uncertainty of weather and 
construction related inputs. 
Table 3.10 Research work list in this thesis 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, results of the comparative study, the empirical validation and the sensitivity 
analysis are presented, analyzed, and discussed. There are four main sections of the study as 
outlined below: 
1. A series of mechanism-decoupled comparative study similar structurally with that of the IEA 
BESTEST was carried out. This serves to test and validate the software package part by part, 
from heat conduction to air-conditioning thermostat setting. In this section, annual cooling 
load was the main targeted output, and the effect of heat transfer mechanism related 
algorithm is checked. Twelve cases have been investigated under this section; and the outliers 
of algorithm in BESTs were pinpointed. 
2. A mechanism coupled comparative study which represents a real world scenario at design 
stage is used to offer a close look at normal usage of BESTs. Industry user normally selects 
one software package for their design and this action is at risk of fully trusting the particular 
selected one. This study checks this risk. One case study is investigated in this section.    
3. A mechanism coupled empirical validation study, which makes the test and validation 
procedure more comprehensive has been undertaken. The comparative test may be used to 
determine outlier and discrepancy. However, it is unable to determine from the predicted 
results which simulation tools is generating accurate prediction. The study is however able to 
offer an insight into the results predicted by BESTs. One case study was investigated in this 
section. 
4. A sensitivity analysis related to uncertainty in weather data and construction properties was 
carried out. Annual cooling load is the targeted output. This study helps to find the variables 
whose uncertainty affects the targeted variables significantly, thus giving instruction in 
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selecting input values for BESTs aided design. 
5. A summary of the findings of this thesis are given at the end of this chapter. 
4.2 Comparative Test and Validation: Mechanism-Decoupled Cases 
As described in chapter 3, a refined mechanism-decoupled test procedure is developed and the 
structure and flow can be reviewed from Table 3.2 Whole process of comparative BESTEST in 
this thesisand Table 3.3 Case number and diagnostic process in the mechanism-decoupled study. 
The detailed information about the building model used in this study can be reviewed from 
Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. 
The weather data for EnergyPlus and IES is downloaded directly from DOE’s website, and it is 
offered by IWEC; and by using TAS weather data tools, a TAS weather data file is generated on 
basis of the IWEC weather data set.  
In this test series, the ground heat transfer is eliminated by using good insulation material; the 
conductance of ground slab is 0.04 W/(m2.oC). This kind of setting is firstly used in IEA 
BESTEST. The results of cases are sequentially shown below, and they are numbered from 4.2.1 
to 4.2.12.  
In the comparative studies, only when result from a certain BEST is obviously different from 
those from the other two, solid conclusion regarding existence of internal errors can be drawn. 
For other cases, where the discrepancies between predictions by chosen BESTs are not significant, 
this test series only shows a possible range for predicted results; this  makes the software users 
aware of the inherent differences in building energy simulation tools, and also help to point out 
the direction of improvement of the state-of-the-art BESTs. 
EnergyPlus was marked as “EP” in the figures and tables during following analysis and 
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discussion. 
4.2.1 Test of Algorithms for Conduction with Light Weight Construction Type  
In this case, opaque wall conduction is tested. The boundary conditions of this case are listed in 
Table 4.1. The air-conditioning system is acting 100% by convection and working for 24 hours a 
day with a thermostat setting of 24 oC. 
Heat Transfer Path Status Achieve Method Remarks 
Conduction On Light weight material The surrounding walls and roof material are light weight type. 
Convection On Common Condition Compared with conduction, convection effect is very small in this case 
Window related heat 
transfer Off No Window No window exists in this case 
Solar radiation Off Surface solar absorptance set 
to 0 Solar radiation is totally shielded 
Long Wave Radiation Off Surface emittance set to 0 Long wave radiation is totally shielded 
Infiltration/Ventilation Off Infiltration and Ventilation are 
set to 0 CMH. No fresh air intake 
Internal Gain Off Internal Gain is set to be 0 W. No internal gain 
Table 4.1 Boundary conditions used in the basic conduction test case 
As shown in Figure 4.1, the chosen BESTs predict annual cooling load differently: predicted 
annual cooling load by IES is the highest, and it is 11% higher than average value of the three 
predictions; TAS nearly gives an average value; result from EP is lowest, and it is 9% lower than 
the average value of the three predictions.  
The discrepancy between simulation tools is mainly due to the conduction algorithm for opaque 
wall and partly due to surface convection heat transfer. To evaluate the effect of convection heat 
transfer in this case, Biot number is used; it is defined as a ratio of conductance to convection 
coefficient. Data from TAS was used to give a rough assessment of Biot in this case. The year-
long average value of Biot for exterior surface of building envelope is 22; on the interior surface, 
the Biot holds a year-long average of 2.5. This shows construction resistance is the main one of 
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heat transfer in this case. The temperature profile between internal and external air also shows a 
similar result. 
 
Figure 4.1 Basic conduction case annual cooling load comparison 
Another case was conducted for IES and EnergyPlus. The surface convection coefficients were 
set to constant; it helps to isolate heat conduction in opaque wall. TAS cannot offer such setting, 
condition, so related test was not done. 
As shown in Figure 4.2, IES predicts annual cooling load higher than EnergyPlus. The predicted 
annual cooling load by IES is about 7% higher than the average value of results from IES and 
EnergyPlus. Hottest day analysis and the envelope inside temperature comparison also show that 
IES predicts conduction effect higher than EnergyPlus. 
Through above results and analysis, a rank of prediction of the opaque wall conduction: 
IES>TAS>EP. The algorithms can be referred in software manuals. The highest prediction will is 




























Annual Cooling Load (Q1.1) Comparison: Basic 
Conduction Base 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of annual cooling load in conduction test case 
The annual cooling load of this conduction case is taken as the basic value and labeled as “Q1.1”. 
When new features are added afterwards, the differences between the new annual cooling load 
value and the basic value in the conduction test case are deemed as the effect of the 
corresponding change; this is also accepted by “IEA BESTEST” 
4.2.2 Test of Algorithms for Convection with Light Weight Construction 
In this test, the south wall of the cuboid box is changed to a blind glass wall, and other parameters 
remain the same with the basic conduction test. This setting amplifies the effect of convection 
heat transfer on annual cooling load. There is more than one choice of convection coefficient 
algorithm offered in IES and EnergyPlus. In IES, thereby four combinations of internal and 
external convection coefficients are made, and four cases is developed for IES while the basic 
convection case uses the same algorithms which have been used in basic conduction case. In 
EnergyPlus, three combinations of internal and external convection coefficients are made, and 
three cases are developed, while the basic convection case uses the same algorithms with the 




























Comparison of Annual Cooling Load (Q1.1) in 
Conduction Case 
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set. The detailed arrangement of algorithm combinations is shown in Table 4.2. The annual 
cooling load in this case is labeled as “Q1.2”. 
  






Internal Alamdari & Hammond NA NA NA 
External CIBSE NA NA NA 
IES 
Internal Alamdari & Hammond Alamdari & 
Hammond CIBSE Variable prEN 15256 
External McAdam ASHRAE Simple McAdam McAdam 
EP 
Internal Detail Simple Ceilingdiffuser NA 
External Detail Detail Detail NA 
Table 4.2 Convection coefficient algorithm combinations used in different test cases 
Results of the annual cooling load increase (denoted as Q1.2 - Q1.1 in decoupled case array) are 
shown in Figure 4.3. With basic algorithm combinations which are used in the conduction test 
cases, TAS gives the highest prediction value, while EnergyPlus’s prediction is the lowest; the 
cooling load change (from basic conduction case to basic convection case) in TAS (1226 kWh) is 
24.1% higher than the average value of changes in prediction results from the three chosen 
BESTs; and reduction in annual cooling load in EnergyPlus (686 kWh) is 30.6% lower than the 
average value. 
In IES, for internal surface convection coefficient calculation, the ‘CIBSE Variable’ algorithm is 
similar to ‘Alamdari & Hammond’ according to its manual; however causing a 14.5% difference 
(comparison between basic and Algo 2 for IES); for external surface convection coefficient in 
IES, ‘ASHRAE Simple’ algorithm is the same with exterior surface so-call ‘Simple’ algorithm in 
EnergyPlus, which will combine long wave radiation with convection by using a comprehensive 
coefficient; ‘prEN 15256’ is an algorithm without any description in IES manual.  
In EnergyPlus, for internal surface convection coefficient calculation, the ‘Simple’ algorithm uses 
constant convection coefficient values for different orientation, and it results in higher cooling 
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load; and the ‘Ceilingdiffuser’ algorithm for internal convection coefficient causes a 28% 
increase annual cooling load compared with basic case. 
 
Figure 4.3 Comparison of convection algorithm in the blind glass wall case (Q1.2-Q1.1). 
The long wave radiation model also contributes to the discrepancy in the convection test case. In 
this test, the internal surface emissivity is set to 0.1 instead of 0 due to software constrain. 
However, in this convection case, internal long wave radiation effect is very small. Results from 
EnergyPlus are used to illustrate the main change from conduction case to convection case. As 
shown in Figure 4.4, the heat transfer change through south wall is much larger than the heat 
transfer change for the other five building elements. 
Several points can be reached for the blind glass wall test case. Convection effect calculation in 
TAS is higher than most of the algorithm combinations inside IES and EnergyPlus. In IES, 
different algorithm choice can yield a discrepancy about 30%. The basic convection coefficient 
combination in EnergyPlus which is used most frequently gives lowest prediction on effect of 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of envelope internal surface convection amount between basic conduction 
and convection case in EnergyPlus 
In normal building heat transfer case, convection affects whole building heat transfer less than 
conduction; however, the discrepancy between convection calculation methodologies inside 
chosen BESTs are very large and need further investigation. 
4.2.3 Test of Solar Radiation Absorption with Light Weight Construction  
In this case, the solar radiation models used in the three chosen BESTs are tested. The envelope 
exterior surface annual solar heat gain and corresponding annual cooling load increase are the 
investigated variables. In this case, all the boundary conditions are kept the same with the basic 
conduction case except the absorptance of exterior surface; the absorptance of all the exterior 
surfaces is set to 0.9 to turn on absorption of incident solar radiation. The annual cooling load is 
this test is labeled as “Q1.3”  
The solar radiation calculation methods in these three software packages can be referred in the 
software manual and the Appendix A. The main difference between the chosen BESTs regarding 

































WW: WestWall; NW: NorthWall; EW: EastWall; 
SW: SourhWall; GD: Ground; RF: Roof
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can use an isotropic model for diffuse solar radiation. Two sub-sections are developed in this 
section, and they are discussing on exterior solar heat gain and annual cooling load increase. 
1. Comparison of annual solar heat gain envelope exterior surfaces 
Results of the envelope exterior surface solar heat gain from all of the three chosen BESTs are 
compared, analyzed and discussed in this section. As shown in Figure 4.5, the annual envelope 
solar heat gain predicted by TAS is 10% lower than average value of predictions from the three 
BESTs; prediction from IES is 6% higher than the average prediction; prediction by EnergyPlus 
is 3% higher than average prediction.  
 
Figure 4.5 Envelope (Roof included) exterior solar heat gain comparison 
Detailed analysis was conducted for the individual envelop element. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate 
the annual solar heat gain for envelope elements of different orientations. As to solar heat gain of 
exterior surface of the roof: prediction result from TAS is about 25% lower than the average 
value of the predictions from the three chosen BESTs; for north and south walls, TAS and IES 
give similar prediction, while EnergyPlus predicts about 10% lower than average prediction value 
of annual solar heat gain on this surface; for west and east walls, IES and EnergyPlus predict 























Comparison of annual solar heat gain on 
envelope exterior surfaces
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more than 50% of the total solar heat gain by entire envelope exterior surfaces. These 
discrepancies are due to internal algorithms of BESTs which are related to incident solar radiation 
intensity, diffuse solar radiation calculation. 
 
Figure 4.6 Annual solar heat gain on roof exterior surface  
 
Figure 4.7 Annual solar heat gain on exterior surfaces of external wall  
To test the influence of algorithms for direct and diffuse solar radiation, a group of days are 
chosen; during these days, the direct solar radiation is dominant in global solar radiation. Another 
group of days are also selected during which the diffuse solar radiation is dominant in global solar 
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members of the first group; and the 16th day, the175th day, and the 340th day are chosen as 
members of the later group. 
Direct solar radiation is dominant Diffuse solar radiation is dominant 
Day No. Date D/G rate Day No. Date D/G rate 
29 Jan 29 0.775 340 Dec 6 0.0106 
150 May 30 0.704 175 Jun 24 0.0112 
87 Mar 28 0.692 16 Jan 16 0.0113 
D/G rage: Direct Solar Radiation/Global Solar Radiation on Horizontal Plain 
Table 4.3 Two groups of days with different solar radiation characteristics 
Figure 4.8 shows the solar heat gain power profile of ceiling exterior surface in the days when 
direct solar radiation is dominant. TAS gives totally different prediction of solar heat gain for roof 
exterior surface when the sun is shining directly on the roof area (after 10 am); IES and 
EnergyPlus give nearly the same prediction of solar heat gain on roof exterior surface. The 
condition is revealed that when the direct solar radiation is dominant in global solar radiation, the 
ceiling exterior surface solar radiation by TAS is much lower than those by other two. The solar 
heat gain power profile of the other four envelope walls is shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. 
In this kind of days when direct radiation is dominant in global solar radiation, the trend is very 
consistent; when there is direct solar incidence, the solar heat gain power in TAS is much smaller 
than those in the other two BESTs: like in the 29th day when the sun is near the tropic of 
Capricorn, the conditions of south wall, east wall and west wall illustrate that the direct solar 
radiation calculation in TAS is totally out of range of the results from the other BESTs. IES and 
EnergyPlus give consistent predictions in most of the conditions, and only in the 87th day when 
the sun is nearly above tropic, the IES gives a prediction about 1/3 smaller than that of 
EnergyPlus, and this reveal when the altitude angle is near 90o, the algorithm difference in IES 
and EnergyPlus yield different solar incidence. 
The condition for days when diffuse solar radiation is dominant is shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13 
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4.14, and 4.15. The prediction of solar heat gain on roof exterior surface from TAS is slightly 
higher than results from the other BESTs. The predictions of solar heat gain on exterior surfaces 
of north, west and east walls follow a same rank: TAS > IES > EnergyPlus; for the south wall, 
IES gives lowest prediction.  
Solar heat gain caused by direct incidence prediction by TAS is much smaller than the other two 
chosen BESTs; it can be inferred that the related algorithm in TAS 9.0.9 may have an inherent 
error; and IES and EnergyPlus predict the solar heat gain driven by direct solar similarly to each 
other. When diffuse solar radiation is dominant in global solar radiation, discrepancy on solar 
heat gain between chosen BESTs is smaller than that in direct solar dominant case. 
Further research in solar radiation algorithm under tropical climate may be conducted.  
 
Figure 4.8 Roof exterior surface solar heat gain power in direct-solar-dominating day 
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Figure 4.9 Direct-solar-dominating day (29th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Direct-solar-dominating day (150th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
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Figure 4.11 Direct-solar-dominating day (87th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Diffuse-solar-dominating day roof exterior surface solar heat gain profile 
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Figure 4.13 Diffuse-solar-dominating day (340th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
 
Figure 4.14 Diffuse-solar-dominating day (175th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
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Figure 4.15 Diffuse-solar-dominating day (16th) envelope exterior solar heat gain profile 
 
2. Solar heat gain effect on cooling load comparison 
The solar heat gain in above section is a kind of heat flux occuring at exterior surfaces of building 
elements, but it is not the final cooling load. In this section, the annual cooling load is the targeted 
variable. 
The annual cooling load increase due to solar radiation on exterior surfaces is as shown in Figure 
4.16; the annual cooling load increase is labeled as ‘Q1.3 – Q1.1’ in the mechanism-decoupled 
testing chart. The result of annual cooling load increase from IES is 5.6% higher than average 
annual cooling load increase value of predictions from the three chosen BESTs, while EP and 
TAS predict 2.8% lower than average value. The condition in this section is different from that in 
above section during which the annual solar radiation heat gain is discussed; the differences 
include: TAS and EnergyPlus give nearly the same prediction of annual cooling load increase 
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while a big gap exists in the predictions of solar heat gain on exterior surface; IES and 
EnergyPlus give similar of annual solar heat gain on exterior surfaces of building elements, but 
they predict the influence of solar radiation on cooling load with a big difference. The reason for 
the difference is compensation when conduction, convection and solar radiation act 
simultaneously. In this case, conduction, interior surface convection and solar radiation model 
play positive role in increasing cooling load; exterior surface convection plays a negative role. 
The rank of chosen BESTs in basic conduction case is: IES>TAS≈EP; the rank in convection 
case is: EP>TAS>IES; envelope exterior surface solar heat gain rank is: IES>EP>TAS. 
 
Figure 4.16 Exterior solar heat gain effect (Q1.3-Q1.1) on annual cooling load 
Exterior surface absorptance has large effect on cooling load, but after the buffer function of 
construction and convection, the effect will be diminished. When surface absorptance and 
convection are set to normal, the effect on annual cooling load is: IES>TAS≈EP.  
4.2.4 Test of Long-Wave Radiation with Light Weight Construction 
In this section, the algorithms related to long wave radiation are tested. The external surfaces of 
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long wave radiation. The internal surfaces of building elements will interact with each other 
through long wave radiation. In BESTs, the emissivity value of surface material can be set; and 
this also help to shut down or turn on long wave radiation. In this test case, all the parameters are 
kept the same with the basic conduction case except emissivity of surface materials. Two cases 
are developed; one is set to test the algorithms for exterior surface long-wave radiation; the other 
serves to test the algorithms of internal long-wave radiation. 
1. Test of long-wave radiation heat transfer on exterior surfaces 
This test keeps the same boundary condition with the case for basic conduction test except 
emittance of external surfaces which is set to 0.9. The long-wave radiation between exterior 
surfaces of building elements and ground, air and sky is turned on. The effect of long-wave 
radiation on exterior surfaces is evaluated by change of annual cooling load, which is tagged as 
‘Q1.4-Q1.1’ in the diagnostic flow; and Q1.4 is the annual cooling load result in this test. 
The changes of annual cooling load due to long-wave radiation on exterior surfaces are as shown 
in Figure 4.17. As the influence of long-wave radiation on exterior surfaces, TAS gives little 
increase on annual cooling while the other two simulation tools predict lower than basic 
conduction case. The discrepancy should be related to boundary conditions of long-wave 
radiation in chosen BESTs; they include the ground temperature, external air temperature, sky 
and cloud temperature. TAS uses black body temperature for sky in external long wave radiation 
calculation process and this is the main reason. This explanation is verified by applying an 
additional simulation case using IES; when the black body sky model is used for IES, similar 
result is obtained. The directions of change due to long-wave radiation in IES and EnergyPlus are 
same; however, the amplitude is different. Compared with basic case, the decrease of cooling 
load due to exterior surface emissivity is about 45% for IES, and 72% for EnergyPlus. One point 
is revealed that the outside surface emissivity effect on annual cooling load for small building 
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type is very significant. 
 
Figure 4.17 Emissivity effect of annual cooling load (Q1.4 - Q1.1) 
 
2. Interior surface test case 
In this sub-section, algorithms for long-wave radiation between interior surfaces are tested. This 
case is based on convection test case, and the only difference is the interior surface emissivity 
which is changed from 0.1 to 0.9. The differences between the chosen BESTs are: “MRT” model 
is used by IES and TAS and “ScriptF” model is used by EnergyPlus. “MRT” model defines a 
fiction radiant temperature node to decouple the internal long wave radiation network; “ScriptF” 
algorithm uses numerical method to make the calculation of long wave radiation between 
surfaces feasible.  
By using convection case as basic case, the south wall internal surface (blind glass wall) has a 
much higher temperature than other internal surfaces and internal long wave radiation will finally 
increase annual cooling load. The annual cooling in this case is labeled as “Q1.4a”. As shown in 
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that EnergyPlus is significantly smaller than those for IES and TAS. Compared with the 
convection the change in IES and TAS is about 30% positive. EP gives lower prediction than the 
other two BESTs; and the increase is only 22% positive. It is clear that the “SriptF” method 
predicts internal long-wave radiation lower than “MRT” model. 
 
Figure 4.18 Envelope interior surface emissivity change (0.1-> 0.9) effect on cooling load 
4.2.5 Test of Algorithm Related to South-Oriented Windows with Light Weight 
Construction 
In this section, algorithms of solar heat gain from south-oriented windows are tested. Two 
windows (3m×2m) are added in the south wall; double glazing (3mm glazing + 12mm air gap + 
3mm glazing combination) is used for window pane, and no frame and divider is considered in 
this case. All the other envelope components are kept the same with basic conduction case; and 
the solar absorptance is set to 0.9 and 0.6 in the sub-sections. Three cases are developed: one 
serves to test window-related algorithm (no shading device, solar absorptance of internal surface 
is set to 0.9), the second one is used to test algorithms on the cavity effect (no shading device, 

































Annual Cooling Load Increase (Q1.4a- Q1.2) due to Internal 
Surface Emissivity Change
overhang shading device (with shading device, solar abs
0.9).The model with overhang 
Figure 4.19 South window test cases model
 
1. Test of Window-Related Algorithms
In this case, algorithms for 
tested, including: conduction
effect of south windows is evaluated 
heat. The annual cooling load in this test is labeled as “Q
Figure 4.20 shows the effect 
prediction of annual cooling load increase 
average value of annual cooling load increase
about 9% lower than the average
test: one is the annual solar heat gain on exterior surface; and the other is the window
algorithm. 
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orptance of internal surface is set to 
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It has been verified that: regarding the annual solar heat gain for the south wall exterior surface, 
compared with average prediction value, IES and TAS give a annual heat gain value 3.3% higher  
than average value; and prediction from EP is 6.6% lower than average value. However, this 
condition partly accounts for of the discrepancy in this case but not fully.  
Figure 4.21 shows prediction results of the annual solar heat gain on interior surfaces from these 
three simulation tools. In TAS, the solar heat gain of interior surfaces is decoupled with 
conduction heat gain of the windows; in IES and EnergyPlus, the solar heat gain of interior 
surfaces are including the conduction heat gain through the windows.  
It can be seen from Figure 4.21 that TAS predicts solar gain higher than IES and EP even though 
it does not count for conduction heat through window. For IES, when the conduction heat gain 
from windows part is subtracted, the annual solar gain will be 5090 kWh, more than 20% lower 
than TAS prediction. 
A further investigation was conducted for profiles of transmitted solar; two types of day was 
chosen: one is the day during which the direct solar radiation is dominant; the other is having the 
condition that diffuse solar acts as dominant drive. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the daily profiles 
of transmitted solar heat in EnergyPlus and TAS for two types of days. The condition is similar to 
that in exterior solar absorption test case: in the day when the direct solar radiation is dominant, 
TAS gives abnormal prediction; and when diffuse solar radiation is dominant, TAS gives higher 
prediction than EnergyPlus. 
For the south window case, the increase of annual cooling load ranking is TAS>IES>EP. This is 
mainly due to the exterior surface solar heat gain difference, and partly due to difference in the 
conversion rate from solar gain to annual cooling load which is related with transmittance of 
windows and absorption and reflection of internal surfaces. 
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Figure 4.20 South window effect on Annual Cooling Load 
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Figure 4.22 Direct solar highest day transmitted solar profile 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Transmitted solar profile in a direct solar radiation dominating day 
 
2. Test of Algorithms under Cavity Condition 
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are tested. The result of case is compared with that from basic window test case to show the 
amount of reduction of annual cooling load and transmitted solar when solar absorptance of 
interior surfaces goes down. The annual cooling load is this test is labeled as “Q1.5a”. 
The results of annual cooling load reduction are as shown in Figure 4.24; the results of annual 
transmitted solar reduction are shown in Figure 4.25. The quantity and rate of reduction based on 
basic window cases are illustrated.  
In the cavity test when the absorptance of interior surfaces decreases from 0.9 to 0.6, TAS and 
IES reflect 2.5% percentage of transmitted solar out of the test cell while EP only reflects back 
1.6% of the amount in basic south-oriented window case. As to cooling load, TAS predicted 
higher reduction percentage than IES which is due to that TAS has stronger convection evaluation 
than IES, and act more than IES. EnergyPlus give lowest prediction of reduction of cooling load 
and transmitted solar.  
The influence of change of absorptance of interior surfaces is not as big as other heat transfer 
mechanisms like conduction, convection, solar radiation absorption and transmission. As to 
related algorithm, TAS and IES claim that ray tracing method is used; EnergyPlus 
(fullinteriorandexterior algorithm is used in this case for shading calculation) is also tracing the 
solar ray. 
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Figure 4.24 Cavity test result: annual cooling load reduction 
 
 
Figure 4.25 Cavity test results: reduction of annual transmitted solar radiation 
 
3. Test of Algorithms for Horizontal Shading Device  
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algorithms related to horizontal shading are tested. The overhang is 0.5m offset from the window, 
and 1 m in depth and the appearance can be referred in Figure 4.19 on page 80. The reduction rate 
of annual cooling load and transmitted solar are targeted variables in this case. The cooling load 
in this test is labeled as “Q1.5b”; and the shading effect is evaluated by annual cooling load 
reduction rate (1-Q1.5b/Q1.5). The results are shown in Figure 4.26. 
 EnergyPlus predicts the highest reduction, while TAS predicts lowest. The discrepancy on this 
effect is quite big; and this is due to different algorithms of internal solar radiation employed in 
the chosen BESTs. Further research about shading device on cooling load is need under tropical 
area. 
 
Figure 4.26 Overhang shading effect on annual cooling load and transmitted solar 
 
4.2.6 Test of Algorithms Related to West and East Oriented Windows with Light Weight 
Construction 






























Effect of South-Oriented Overhang Shading : Percentage 
Reduction (1-Q1.5b/Q1.5)
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absorptance of interior surfaces is set to 0.9 in this section
algorithms that are related to
on these two orientations. The model 
and fins are 1m in depth; and they are removed in the first test which aims not to test shading
Figure 4.27 Model appearance in 
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conduction case to test the effect of windows.
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predictions. In the solar radiation absorption case, it has been verified that the solar heat gain of 
east and west exterior surfaces in the chosen BESTs follows a rank under the same boundary 
conditions: IES>EnergyPlus>TAS; in addition, the rank of convection effect follows a rank: 
TAS>IES>EnergyPlus. These two aspects lead to the result in the test case in this section; and big 
compensation exists when there are windows on east and west façade.  
 
Figure 4.28 West and aast oriented windows effect on Annual Cooling Load 
 
2. Test of Algorithms for West and East Oriented Window with Shading Devices 
In this case, the shading devices are added to east and west windows; this test case serves to test 
the algorithms related to solar radiation, west and east oriented windows with shading devices. 
The annual cooling load reduction rate due to shading devices is targeted variable in this section. 
The appearance of shading devices are shown in Figure 4.27 and the depth is 1 m. The annual 
cooling load in this case is labeled as “Q1.6a”. 
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effect on annual cooling load is slightly different between the chosen BESTs. 
 
Figure 4.29 Annual cooling load reduction due to shading on east & west windows 
 
4.2.7 Test of Algorithms Related to Infiltration 
In this test, an infiltration rate of 0.3 ACH is added to basic conduction model to test the 
treatment of air exchange between zone with air-conditioning and external environment. The 
main difference in the chosen BESTs is: in TAS and IES, the air density is taken as a constant 1.2 
kg/m3; in EP, the air density is taken as a variable based on temperature and pressure. The annual 
cooling load in this case is labeled as “Q1.7”. 
The results of annual cooling load increase (Q1.7-Q1.1) due to infiltration are shown in Figure 4.30. 
Results in IES and TAS are nearly the same, and result from EnergyPlus is 3.8% lower than the 
average value of predictions from the three chosen BESTs. 
According to results from EP, the annual average air density is 1.133 kg/m3; and this is the reason 
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section can be ignored.  
 
Figure 4.30 0.3 ACH infiltration effect on annual cooling load 
 
4.2.8 Test of Manipulation of Internal gain  
In this case, a 200W internal gain is added to basic conduction cases. Two scenarios are 
investigated; the internal heat gain is emitted fully by convection and 50% by convection (the 
other 50% by radiation). The annual cooling load is labeled as “Q1.8”; and the increase of annual 
cooling load (Q1.8-Q1.1) is the targeted variable in this section.  
The results are shown in Figure 4.31. Very little discrepancy exists, and it is less than 1%. 
Compared with discrepancies caused by other heat transfer mechanisms (manipulation of 
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Figure 4.31 Annual Cooling Load Increase due to internal gain 
 
4.2.9 Test of Thermostat Setting 
In this section, the thermostats setting in the basic conduction case is changed. Two tests are 
developed: one uses 22 oC as the setting point; the other uses intermittent air-conditioning mode 
in which air-conditioning is open from 8am to 6pm. The annual cooling load values in this case 
are labeled as Q1.9a, and Q1.9b for the 22 oC thermostat setting and intermittent air-conditioning 
mode. 
Figure 4.32 shows the results of annual cooling load in cases with different thermostat settings. 
When thermostat is changed from 24 to 22, the increase rates of annual cooling load in TAS, IES 
and EnergyPlus are 67.0%, 59.8%, and 66.9%. When thermostat is changed from continuous to 
intermittent, the reduction rate of annual cooling load in TAS, IES and EnergyPlus predicts 
23.5%, 22.3% and 20.1%. It is clear that when one thermostat stetting is taken as the basic setting, 
change of thermostat settings don’t cause big discrepancies to results of predicted annual cooling 
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three chosen BESTs are consistent.  
 
Figure 4.32 Thermostat test results: annual cooling load 
 
4.2.10 Test of Algorithms for Conduction with Heavy Weight Construction Type 
In this section, the algorithms for opaque wall conduction are test in heavy weight construction 
type. The heavy weight construction elements are used in this case instead of light weight 
construction elements. The conductance of envelope elements in this test is nearly the same with 
light weight case; and the density values of envelope elements in this test are much larger than 
those values in light conduction test case. Other parameters including absorptance, emittance of 
surfaces, infiltration, internal gain, and thermostat setting are kept the same with the basic 
conduction case in section 4.2.1. The annual cooling load (labeled as “Q1.10”) is used as targeted 
variables to evaluate the conduction algorithm in heavy weight construction case. 
Results are shown in Figure 4.33. Compared with light weight conduction base case, there is 
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very small interaction with air-conditioning system. It is also illustrating that the heat mass has 
little effect on building load when the building is operating at a steady or quasi-steady state. 
 
Figure 4.33 Heavy construction conduction case Annual Cooling Load comparison 
 
4.2.11 Test of Heavy Weight Construction Case with South Oriented Windows 
In this section, interaction between south windows and heavy weight construction is tested; two 
windows are added to south wall of the conduction test case with heavy weight construction in 
above section; the boundary conditions are kept the same with the conduction case except solar 
absorptance of internal surfaces; the internal surface absorptance is set to 0.9 in this case. No 
shading devices are used in this test. The annual cooling load in this test is labeled as “Q1.11”; and 
the annual cooling load increase (Q1.11-Q1.10) is the targeted variable in this section. 
Figure 4.34 shows the increase of case annual cooling load due to the south oriented windows in 
heavy weight construction case. Compared with light weight case, the annual cooling load 
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of the chosen BESTs; for example, the introduction of south oriented window increase the annual 
cooling load in TAS by 5991 kWh and 5930 kWh. However, the increase rate of annual cooling 
load is quite consistent with light weight construction test cases. 
 
Figure 4.34 Annual Cooling Load increase due to south oriented windows 
 
4.2.12 Test of Interaction between Heavy Weight Construction Elements and Intermittent 
Air-Conditioning System 
In this section, the interaction between thermal mass and intermittent air-conditioning system is 
tested. All the boundary conditions are kept the same with basic conduction test case except the 
thermostat setting. In this test case, the air-conditioning runs from 8 am to 6 pm with a setting of 
24 oC. The annual cooling load reduction is the targeted variable to evaluate the algorithms. The 
annual cooling load is labeled as “Q1.12” in this test. 
Figure 4.35 shows the effect (Q1.10-Q1.12) of intermittent air-conditioning on annual cooling load 
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cooling load is 20.6% for TAS, 19.3% for IES, and 17.6% for EnergyPlus. The reduction is a 
little smaller than the results from similar tests within light weight construction elements. 
 
Figure 4.35 Annual cooling load reduction due to intermittent air-conditioning 
 
4.3 Comparative Test and Validation: Mechanism-Coupled Case 
In this section, as stated in Chapter 3, a real building at pre-design stage is used as a comparative 
study case. Since building energy simulation tools are mainly used to evaluate options of building 
design schemes, this kind of test and validation is significant. As the scope of this thesis is to test 
and validate the algorithms of building heat transfer mechanisms in the chosen BESTs, the 
system and plant parts are not simulated and the cooling load of thermal zones is predicted by the 
chosen BESTs. 
The building is a three-storey, concrete-structured one; the non-load-bearing walls are light-
weighted one. The construction elements in simulation are chosen according to the architecture 
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The building is used mainly as an office building, with some natural-ventilated zone. The office 
area is simulated while the natural-ventilated zones are ignored in this part.  
As shown in Figure 4.36, the prediction results of annual cooling load for the whole building 
from the chosen BESTs are nearly the same. The discrepancy between the results from the chosen 
BESTs is very small; result from TAS predicts 0.8% higher than the average value of the results 
from the three chosen BESTs; that from EnergyPlus is 0.6% lower than average annual cooling 
load prediction; and IES prediction is 0.2% lower than average value.  
For different zones, the annual cooling load comparison is shown in Figure 4.37. Only in the Z13 
thermal zone, the discrepancy between predictions from the three chosen BESTs is higher than 
10%. For other zones, the discrepancy between prediction results from different simulation tools 
is no higher than 6%. Detailed condition is shown in Table 4.4. The internal heat gains and 
infiltration rate are set consistent in simulation tools. For different thermal zones heat gains from 
internal heat sources take different portions as shown in Table 4.5. 
 











































Table 4.4 Discrepancy detailed condition between prediction results from 
Annual Internal Gain 
AIG/ACL 
Table 4.5 Statistics of Annual 
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Annaul Cooling Load (ACL) kWh 
Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 Z31
4818 2189 50842 62968 29309
4677 1752 48429 60536 31416
4493 1950 50140 62530 28648
 
Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 Z31
3.3% 11.5% 2.1% 1.5% -1.6%
0.3% -10.8% -2.8% -2.4% 5.5%
-3.6% -0.7% 0.7% 0.8% -3.8%
2.9% 9.1% 2.0% 1.7% 4.0%
simulation tool
Unit Z11 Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 
kWh 5796 2104 177 23290 29440 
30.9% 45.1% 9.0% 46.8% 47.5% 
Internal Gain (AIG) and Ratio of AIG/ACL 
 zone annual cooling load comparison 
population standard deviation of annual cooling load 
 For internal sources, if the heat is 
Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 Z31 Z32
Annual cooling load comparison (kWh)
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indoor air mass 100% by convection, the correlation will be higher; in this case, to be more 
realistic, the internal heat sources are set according to handbook.  
The infiltration and ventilation are another fix internal heat sources. From former mechanism-
decoupled analysis, it is clear that by setting consistently, the simulation tools give low 
discrepancy (For IES and TAS, nearly no discrepancy; for EnergyPlus, due to variable external 
air density, little discrepancy exist). In this test, due to manipulation method of internal volume, 
the air change rate inside TAS is lower than that in IES and EP. The thermal zone volume 
comparison is shown in Table 4.6; this kind of discrepancy will cause discrepancy in infiltration 
and ventilation, which will lead to discrepancy in annual cooling load. Moreover, this kind of 
discrepancy can be eliminated by carefully model building process. Table 4.7 shows the ratio of 
annual Inf/Vent heat gain to annual cooling load (ACL). 
It is clearly that Inf/Vent heat gain affects the annual cooling load; however, for 1st and 2nd floor 
thermal zones, TAS gives little higher prediction than IES, while TAS predicts lower for Inf/Vent 
heat gain. The heat conduction in TAS for these zones should be higher than other simulation 
tools. 
Zone Volume Unit Z11 Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 Z31 Z32 
TAS m3 660.5 832.4 258.2 980.3 1096.8 838.2 937.8 
IES & EP 704.5 887.8 278.6 1038.6 1166.4 894.4 1004.4 
Discrepancy % 6.4% 6.4% 7.6% 5.8% 6.2% 6.5% 6.9% 
Table 4.6 Statistics of thermal zone volume in the chosen BESTs 
  Z11 Z12 Z13 Z21 Z22 Z31 Z32 
TAS 1837 710 65 5811 7838 1993 15431 
IES 1936 786 73 6187 8377 2189 16608 
Inf & Vent Gain/ ACL  TAS 9.6% 14.7% 3.0% 11.4% 12.4% 6.8% 18.2% 
Inf & Vent Gain/ACL IES 10.3% 16.8% 4.2% 12.8% 13.8% 7.0% 19.4% 
 Table 4.7 Thermal zone annual infiltration and ventilation heat gain statistics 
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Solar heat gain, envelope components conduction and other non-internal gain account largely for 
the discrepancy. For the ground floor, heat conduction between building ground and ground also 
contributes to the discrepancy. 
A special analysis about Z13 is carried out due to the large discrepancy in predicted annual 
cooling load of this zone. Through the data above, it is clear that the internal heat sources and 
infiltration are not main sources for discrepancy. 
Z13 thermal zone is a west facing zone, which has a large west external wall, of which a large 
portion is consisted of glazing; a small area north facing wall exists; for other orientation, only 
internal walls exist. 
The transmitted solar gain in Z13 during air-conditioned period is gathered from different 
simulation tools. TAS predicts this part highest; EnergyPlus ranks second; and IES predicts 
lowest. The numbers are 1469 kWh (67% of annual cooling load), 1157 kWh (59% of annual 
cooling load), and 801 kWh (46% of annual cooling load). 
The external wall conduction is the second highest heat gain in Z13. In TAS, annual external 
conduction heat gain is 432 kWh (20% of annual cooling load); in IES, this part is 471 kWh (27% 
of annual cooling load); this variable is not accessible in EnergyPlus. 
This test result is consistent with results from mechanism-decoupled case: 
 For the conduction heat transfer, IES’s prediction is higher than TAS.  
 For the effect of west facade window on annual cooling load, the ranking is TAS>IES>EP 
(TAS: 7078kWh, IES: 6422 kWh, EP: 6349 kWh, data from Figure 4.28).  
 Solar absorptance the internal surface of construction elements is set 0.7, and the cavity 
effect is also existing in this zone 13, the ranking for cavity effect is  TAS>IES>EP (data 
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from Figure 4.24 at page 85). The depth of Zone 13 is smaller than the box in section 4.1, the 
cavity effect will be larger than that in section 4.1.3. 
 To sum up for the Zone Z13 analysis, annual cooling load due to conduction should be 
TAS>IES>EP; however, cooling load due to conduction is much smaller than the proportion 
which is resulting from window transmitted solar heat gain. In TAS, west facade window 
transmits much more than the values in the other two software packages, so TAS predicted 
annual cooling load ranks number one. IES predicted west window transmitted solar higher 
than EP by a little amount; however, the cavity effect in IES is higher than that EP; these two 
effects act together, thus causing a higher final solar heat gain in EP. 
When the building gets more complex, and internal gain exists, the discrepancy between annual 
cooling load values predicted by different software package will become smaller. 
For the internal thermal zones, the discrepancy between simulation tools is higher than that for 
the whole building, and the discrepancy is consistent with that in section 4.2.1 mechanism-
decoupled comparative cases. 
 
4.4 Empirical Test and Validation Case 
1. Model information and settings 
The building in section 4.2 is used for empirical validation after it is finished. The appearance is 
shown in Figure 3.8 on page 54.  
The building construction elements are reproduced in the simulation tools, with the type, 
thickness, conductance, and specific heat capacity fully consistent with as-built drawing and 
material specification. The construction information is summarized in Table 4.8. The greenery 
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wall is simulated in such a way that the shading coefficient is enhanced and the thermal resistance 
is also increased. The internal heat mass (furniture, paper, and partition) is evaluated and given in 
Table 4.9. It is observed that at the weekend, the internal heat gain is constant. The heat gain for 
all the zones is listed in Table 4.10. 
Through observation, it is found that when the air-conditioning is on, leakage happens for all of 
the air-conditioned zones; the cool air gets out of the air-conditioned zones through the cracks 
along doors. The infiltration rate is zero when the air-conditioning system is on. For different 
thermal zones, the infiltration data is set as shown in Table 4.11. 
 







150mm Rockwool with cladding East & part of West facade 0.29 
150mm Rockwool with cladding & 
Greenery 
Part of West facade 0.27 
150mm Rockwool with cladding & 
Ventilation duct 
Part of West facade 0.29 
150 Concrete North & South facade 4.05 
150 Concrete with Greenery Part of West facade 2.20 
Spandrel Wall Part of West facade 0.51 
Clad Roof surrounding elevation 0.63 
Internal 
wall 
100 drywall Common partition 1.18 
150 drywall partition between CL & OPCL 0.89 
150 concrete Internal bearing wall 2.61 
Ground 





Carpeted 275 concrete with reflective 
ceiling 
floor/ceiling for 1st & 2nd 
floors 
2.08 
3rd floor ceiling: reflective ceiling with 
insulation 
3rd floor ceiling 0.61 
Roof Cladding with insulation Roof 0.22 
Table 4.8 Construction type and conductance summary in model 
 















Thermal Mass Quantity 
1S 
Exb 











349.44 208 Internal partition 3 sets of 4 m
2 
internal partitions 
2S Lib Library 3806.88 2266 
Books, tables and  
chairs 
20% of floor area covered with 2.2m 
high book stack; 24 m3 wood 
3S RO Office 1426.32 849 
Paper & internal 
partition 








Office 782.88 466 
Paper & internal 
partition 








Office 782.88 466 
Paper & internal 
partition 






Table 4.9 Assumed thermal mass for thermal zones 
Unit: W 1st Exb 1st MPC 2nd Lib 3rd RO 3rd GO1 3rd GO2 
Feb 6th~7th  684 267 676 105 81 132 
Feb 13th ~14th  667 257 656 0 88 0 















1st Exb 0 0.3 Yes There are two doors with big 
cracks. 
2nd Lib 0 0.2 Yes There is one main door with big 
cracks. 





0.5 0.5 No Solar chiminey aided natural 
ventilation 
Open Classroom 25 25 No These spaces are totally open to 
outside environment. 
AHU room 0.5 0.5 No Exhaust fans are installed in these 
spaces 
General Office 0 0.3 No There are two doors with big cracks. 
MPC 0 0.4 No There is one big door with big 
cracks. 
Hall 0.75 0.75 No Natural ventilation aided by solar 
chimney 
Roof 0.4 0.4 No There is little infiltration between 
roof and 3rd RO 
Table 4.11 Rated infiltration data for thermal zones in the model 
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The free-float case was developed by controlling the internal air temperature of beginning of the 
free-float period. For example, for the free-float period February 6th ~ February 7th, the internal 
air temperature at 19:00, February 5th in the 1st EXB is 25.16 oC; the air-conditioning is set to be 
working to get the precise reading at that time. After February 5th, the space is left to run in a free-
float case.  
2. Results, analysis and discussion 
Three thermal zones are chosen for analysis; their location and geometry are as shown in Figure 
3.11 Monitored thermal zones for empirical validation usage. These three zones are using over-
head air distribution with mixing strategy, and nearly all the features can be monitored. The space 
temperature is evaluated by taking average value of internal temperature sensor readings, or 
taking average reading of VAV box return air temperature sensors which are mounted on the 
ceiling. The internal gain for these three zones is obtained on hourly level from building 
management system. All the boundary conditions are controlled or monitored except internal 
furniture which acts as thermal mass, and the infiltration rate which the rated values are used. 
These three zones are labeled as 1st Exb, 2nd Lib, and 3rd RO and the internal function can be 
referred in Table 4.9. 
Figures 4.38, 4.39, and 4.40 show the measured data (labeled as “Real Con”) and predicted 
temperature profiles for 1st Exb, 2nd library and 3rd RO during the period from February 6th to 
February 7th. For each case, the basic simulation which employs all the boundary conditions 
stated above was run, and rounds of tuning was also done to obtain the best performance set of 
data. For the “1st Exb”, and “2nd Lib”, boundary conditions are refined to achieve better 
performance; for “3rd RO” the basic boundary condition works very well, and no tuning work is 
done for this thermal zone“3rd RO”. The detailed tuning process is stated below. 
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As part of the validation part, tuning of the model helps to improve the performance of BESTs. 
The tuning process was done for free-float period from February 6th to February 7th and finally a 
set of boundary conditions was obtained and utilized in both IES and EnergyPlus; this set of 
boundary conditions was later used for the other free-float case dated as Feb 13th ~ Feb 14th. In 
this study, the thermal mass is adjusted as the main variable since it is difficult to get a precise 
data. The tuning work was mainly conducted for “1st Exb” and “2nd Lib” thermal zones. 
For the “1st Exb” thermal zone, the original assumption of thermal mass is shown in Table 4.9. It 
is found that the amplitude of predicted value of internal air temperature is larger than measured 
data (the predicted data with original assumption is labeled as “EP Basic” and “IES Basic” in 
Figure 4.41). The internal thermal mass is increased and a best performance is obtained when the 
thermal mass is 8 times of the assumed value. One reason to increase the thermal mass is that the 
internal furniture has leather and other sofa-supporting components which have higher specific 
heat than that of wood which is used in assumption; the other reason is that this thermal zone is 
located on the ground floor, and the interaction with ground may be underestimated in the chosen 
BESTs.  
For the “2nd lib” thermal zone, the condition is opposite to that for the “1st Exb”; the model  with 
assumed boundary condition (label as “EP Basic” and “IES Basic” in Figure 4.42) is less dynamic 
than the measured data (labeled as “Real Con” in Figure 4.42); after 2 pm, the trend of internal 
temperature is quite flat while in the real condition it will get down. It is inferred that the assumed 
thermal mass is bigger than real condition. However, while the system gets more dynamic, the 
residual of prediction gets higher. Finally, a set of internal mass was chosen which is 0.4 times of 
the assumed value in the basic boundary condition.  
The predicted data sets which have best performance are also shown in Figures 4.38, 4.39, and 
4.40, and they are labeled as “EP Best Performance”, and “IES Best Performance”. 
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For the 2nd free –float case study, only the set of boundary condition which generated the best 
prediction were employed. Figures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43 show the measured data (labeled as “Real 
Con”) and predicted temperature profiles for 1st Exb, 2nd library and 3rd RO during the period 
from February 13th to February 14th 
 























Feb 6th~Feb 7th 1st Exb Temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction
Real Con EP Basci IES Basic EP Best Prediction IES Best PredictionEP Basic
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Figure 4.39 Feb 6th ~Feb 7th 2nd Lib temperature profile 
 




















Feb 6th~Feb 7th 2nd Lib Temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction





















Feb 6th~Feb 7th 3rd RO Temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction 
Real Con EP Basic IES Basic
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Figure 4.41 Feb 13~14 1st Exb temperature profile 
 
 




















Feb 13th~14th 1st EXB Temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction




















Feb 13th~14th 2nd Lib temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction
Real Con EP Best Prediction IES Best Prediction
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Figure 4.43 Feb 13th ~ 14th   3rd RO temperature profile 
 
By tuning the internal thermal mass values, the shapes and amplitudes of predicted air 
temperature can be very consistent with measured data in nearly all the cases conducted. 
However, there are some big offset for “2nd Lib thermal zone” in both of the two free-float cases 
and for “3rd RO” in the second free float case. 
The discrepancy (Prediction Value – Measured Value) on average daily temperature between 
prediction and measurement is summarized in Table 4.12. In nearly half of the cases, the 
prediction values are within ±0.5 oC. However, for the other cases, the discrepancy is about 1oC. 
For the “1st Exb”, predictions are quite good, and only IES prediction for February 6th is 0.64 oC 























Feb 13th~Feb 14th 3rd RO Temperature: Measurement VS. Prediction 
Real Con EP Basic IES Basic
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February 6th February 7th 
Zone EnergyPlus IES Zone EnergyPlus IES 
1
st
 Exb -0.33 -0.64 1
st
 Exb -0.19 -0.21 
2
nd
 Lib 1.01 0.46 2
nd
 Lib 0.94 0.74 
3
rd
 RO 0.39 -0.11 3
rd
 RO 0.25 0.27 
February 13th February 14th 
Zone EnergyPlus IES Zone EnergyPlus IES 
1st Exb 0.23 0.05 1st Exb 0.17 0.41 
2nd Lib 1.54 1.20 2nd Lib 1.31 1.42 
3rd RO 1.01 0.70 3rd RO 0.90 1.18 
Table 4.12 Statistics of discrepancy in daily average temperature 
It is also clear that one set boundary condition performance in two test period may have 
difference and good prediction in one case does not assure good prediction in another one.  
Beside the consistent trend, there are several phenomena cannot be clearly explained. 
• On February 7th
 
(Sunday), the measured temperature profile for “1st Exb” is abnormal, 
and after the sun rose, the internal temperature raised slightly. One potential reason for 
this phenomenon is that there may be internal decoration work inside and the doors were 
kept open. This phenomenon also happened on February 14th with a smaller altitude. 
• After the air-conditioning is turned off (February 5th 7:00 PM), internal air temperature 
predicted by EnergyPlus jumps at a sudden and the range is about 2 degree. This kind of 
phenomena also happen to IES in the “IES Basic prediction” for “1st Exb”  
 
3. Conclusion 
In this empirical test and validation section, three points are drawn as conclusion: 
 Software can give prediction close to the real condition with precise boundary 
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conditions; however, it is difficult to get the exact boundary conditions like infiltration 
rate and internal thermal mass data in real building. 
 Simulation tools which are using state-of-art algorithms still have drawbacks in many 
aspects, like ground heat transfer, infiltration prediction, thermal mass representation in 
model, light pipe and other new green building technologies, and air-condition system. 
There are still some boundary conditions which can not be easily accessed. 
 It is better to develop empirical test and validation with test cell facility, boundary 
condition of which can be precisely controlled and monitored. 
 
4.5 Sensitivity Analysis Case 
As described in chapter 3, a set of sensitivity tests is conducted with 16 cases and they are mainly 
related to weather data and construction properties. Annual cooling load is the targeted variable. 
The cases content can be reviewed in Table 3.9 Detailed information of the sensitivity test cases; and a 
simple description of the sensitivity test cases can be referred in Table 4.14 Comparative 
mechanism-decoupled cases results summary. All the 16 cases are run in IES and EnergyPlus, for 
TAS, cases 1 to 4 and 6 cannot be run due to software capacity. Since the possible limit values 
are used to test the sensitivity of targeted variable, the change rate of targeted variable is used to 
assess the sensitivity instead of relative change rate in original differential sensitivity analysis. 
Figure 4.44 shows the sensitivity test results for the three simulation tools. The annual cooling 
load change rate is used to assess the sensitivity of the chosen BESTs on uncertainty in individual 
input and the annual cooling load is taken as 100%. Only the envelope heat transfer is involved in 
this section, and all the discussion in this section is intended for envelope heat transfer dominated 
building. 
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There are two variables whose related uncertainties can cause an annual cooling load change rate 
about 10%; they are the uncertainty in horizontal infrared radiation intensity and that in outside 
air temperature. However, IES and TAS show no response to the uncertainty in horizontal 
infrared radiation intensity. It is revealed that IES and TAS don’t consider this variable in their 
simulation processes. The annual cooling load change rate due to uncertainty in outside dry bulb 
temperature shows the importance of getting a precise temperature reading for annual cooling 
load simulation. 
Besides above two variables, the predicted annual cooling load values by the chosen BESTs are 
also sensitive to uncertainties of other factors, like uncertainty in thickness of external wall, 
uncertainty in conductivity, reflectivity and emissivity of external wall surfaces. The change rate 
values of annual cooling load due to uncertainties in these variables are not so consistent due to 
difference of internal algorithms; EnergyPlus is more sensitive than the other two BESTs. 
To sum up, the uncertainty in outside dry bulb temperature affects the annual cooling load more 
largely than uncertainty laid in other variables which were tested in this study. The dry bulb 
temperature for building energy simulation must be obtained from reliable sensor which has little 
uncertainty. It is also indicating that for different location in a city, due to microclimate difference, 
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Table 4.13 sensitivity analysis case list 
 









































Case Number Uncertainty applied 
1 External pressure 
2 Extraterrestrial Horizontal Radiation {Wh/m2} 
3 Extraterrestrial Direct Normal Radiation {Wh/m2} 
4 Horizontal Infrared Radiation Intensity from Sky {Wh/m2} 
5 Global Horizontal Radiation {Wh/m2} 
6 Direct Normal Radiation {Wh/m2} 
7 Diffuse horizontal radiation {Wh/m2} 
8 External dry bulb temperature 
9 dimension change: length +0.02, Width +0.02 
10 thickness is changed according to paper, all positive direction 
11 external wall density, all positive direction 
12 external wall special heat 
13 external wall thermal conductivity 
14 external solar reflectance 1% + 
15 external wall visible reflectance 
16 external wall emissivity 
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4.6 Summary 
In this section, all the findings in this study are summed up. 
Results of the comparative mechanism-decoupled cases are shown in Table 4.14. This result can 
be referred by other simulation case. 




Conduction IES>TAS>EP; Discrepancy: IES 11% higher than average 
prediction; EP 9% lower than average prediction. 
Convection TAS highest prediction; IES medium; EP lowest. Big 
discrepancy exists. Further investigation is needed. 
Exterior surface 
solar absorption 
Envelope annual solar gain: IES>EP>TAS; For diffuse solar 
radiation, TAS>IES>EP; For surface which get direct solar 
radiation, IES≈EP>TAS; Annual cooling load: IES>EP≈TAS 
Emissivity TAS emissivity boundary condition is wrong. ScriptF method's 
prediction is lower than MRT method 
South window Annual cooling load increase: TAS>IES>EP; Transmitted 
solar: TAS>IES≈EP; Cavity test: TAS>IES>EP; Shading 
effect: EP>IES>TAS. The solar incidence model in TAS 
needed to be refined especially for the direct radiation part. 
East and West 
window 
Annual cooling load increase: TAS>IES>EP; Shading effect as 
cooling load reduction rate: TAS>EP>IES 
Infiltration EnergyPlus takes variable outside air density while IES and 
TAS take it as constant. A very small discrepancy exists. 
Internal gain No discrepancy exists in the manipulation of internal gain 
Thermostat Thermostat setting, the response of software: EP>TAS>IES; 
Air-conditioning mode changed from continuous to 




Conduction Same with light weight case 
South window Annual cooling load increase: TAS>IES>EP; Compared with 
light weight case: no difference. 
Thermostat Air-conditioning mode changed from continuous to 
intermittent, response of software: TAS>IES>EP; Compared 
with light weight case, nearly no difference. 
Table 4.14 Comparative mechanism-decoupled cases results summary 
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Comparative mechanism-coupled case is summarized in two points: 
 When building gets complex and internal gain is added, the discrepancy between 
simulation packages will become smaller than conditions in comparative mechanism-
decoupled cases. However, due to different characteristic of targeted building, the 
discrepancy will change due to different combination of mechanism involved. 
 The findings in mechanism-decoupled comparative study can be used in analyzing 
mechanism coupled case and interpreting the discrepancy. 
Empirical mechanism coupled case can be summarized in three points: 
  With precise boundary conditions setting, BESTs can give close prediction to real 
condition 
 Many BESTs algorithms are still under development, thus making full building 
simulation difficult. 
 For further empirical test and validation, test cell facility is greatly recommended. 
Sensitivity analysis results related to weather and construction properties can be summarized in 
three points: 
 Outside dry bulb temperature is very important to annual cooling load predicted by 
BESTs. 
 Conductivity and surface properties of building element are also very important to annual 
cooling load predicted by BESTs
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
This chapter first gives a review about the research objectives and research methodology; what is 
following is the summary of findings by this study; at end of this chapter, contribution of this 
study and recommendation for future research are presented. 
5.1 Objectives and Research Methodology 
The study aims to bridge the gap that there is not research on test and validation of BESTs ever 
conducted in the tropical region while the role of BESTs is becoming more and more important to 
policy maker, building design and other building-related professions. 
The present research work was embarked on with following objectives: 
 To test the adaptability of heat transfer algorithms used inside BESTs while implemented 
under tropical climate; 
 To test the potential risk in industry practice when several BEST candidatures exist; and 
to form a snapshot of discrepancy of predictions by different BESTs when implemented 
for industry case;  
 To devise, develop and document an empirical validation case for evaluation of ability of 
BESTs to model the dynamic heat transfer in buildings under tropical climate; 
 To pin-point to which kinds of variable, the result of energy simulation is mostly 
sensitive. 
As a pilot research, this study restricts itself to the heat transfer through architectural fabrics. 
Three widespread BESTs are chosen for this study; they are TAS 9.0.9, IES 5.9.0.1 (and Version 
6.2.0.1) and EnergyPlus 2.2.  
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A set of test and validation was developed for tropical climate and it includes a set of mechanism-
decoupled comparative tests, a mechanism-coupled comparative test, an empirical validation case, 
and a set of sensitivity tests.  
The mechanism-decoupled comparative case in this study was developed based on the IEA 
BESTEST; adjustments were done to make it feasible without participation of software 
developers. Algorithms related to architectural fabric heat transfer were tested in series; they 
included conduction, convection, and solar radiation incidence, absorption of solar radiation, heat 
transfer related to windows, long-wave radiation, infiltration, internal heat gain, and thermostat 
setting. 
A mechanism-coupled comparative study was conducted to represent the activity in real industry. 
This study tested the ability of the chosen BESTs to predict annual cooling load and checked the 
consistency of predictions from these chosen BESTs.  
An empirical test was conducted to test the ability of chosen BESTs to represent the reality; and it 
also makes the test and validation process more comprehensive. 
In the development of test and validation cases, owing to controllability and measurability of heat 
transfer boundary conditions, isolation of different heat transfer mechanisms are not feasible for 
each of the cases developed. In mechanism-decoupled test series, no real world scenarios were 
considered and pure tests on individual of different heat transfer mechanisms were conducted 
through utilizing several sets of unrealistic boundary conditions. In the mechanism-coupled 
comparative and empirical cases, realistic boundary conditions were employed; isolation of 
different heat transfer mechanisms is impossible and due to lack of appropriate instruments, 
monitoring heat transfer amount through different mechanism was nether impossible; 
compensation potentially may take place in these cases. 
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Differential Sensitivity Analysis (DSA) was conducted to test the sensitivity of cooling load 
predicted by the chosen BESTs. This study helps to understand the characteristics of the chosen 
BESTs and also helps to pinpoint the input variables which should be chosen with great caution. 
 
5.2 Findings and Contribution 
Through the research work conducted in this study, it is clear that  
• For internal-heat-gain-dominated building, the performance of predicting annual cooling 
load by the chosen BESTs are consistent with each other as shown in the section 4.3; the 
discrepancy in predictions of annual cooling load is lower than 1% on building level; and 
the discrepancies in individual zone are not higher than 4% for most of the thermal zones. 
However, when envelope heat gain is dominant, the discrepancy will become larger; the 
discrepancies in annual cooling load due to architectural fabric conduction, convection, 
and solar heat gain and long-wave radiation are higher than 5% and compensations 
between heat transfer paths are common in building energy related simulation. 
• The adaptability and usability of parts of the algorithms in the chosen BESTs are not as 
good as expected when they are employed under tropical climate. Three algorithms are 
out of range which is set by peers; they are the “Detailed” convection algorithm in 
EnergyPlus, solar radiation incidence determination algorithm in TAS, external long-
wave radiation model in TAS. 
• The chosen BESTs have the ability to represent the reality for free-float case; however, 
interaction between thermal mass and air mass in thermal zones is still not well-
developed; and method to determine feasible thermal mass is still missing. 
• The external air temperature plays important role in building envelope heat transfer, the 
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uncertainty (0.5 oC) in the temperature sensor causes a big increase of annual cooling 
load which is about 8%. More caution should be paid during the process of choosing 
outdoor dry bulb temperature in weather data set for building energy simulation. 
Compared with IES and TAS, EnergyPlus is 2 times sensitive to the uncertainty in 
properties of building elements when the sensitivity is assessed by percentage of change 
in annual cooling load.  
The contribution by this study can be summarized in following points: 
Firstly, the work in this thesis bridges the gap that there is no study for understanding the 
performance of Building Energy Simulation Tools (BESTs) under tropical climate; this helps 
understand the BESTs much further other than the information from their manuals and 
specifications. 
Secondly, through the comparative work in this thesis, BESTs internal algorithms are evaluated 
and outliers are found; and they should be corrected by software developer. These outliers include 
the exterior surface related long wave heat transfer algorithm in TAS, direct solar related 
algorithm in TAS, and convection coefficient in EnergyPlus. These findings will help to 
consummate software, and finally enhance the confidence in simulation-aided-building design.   
Thirdly, by conducting sensitivity analysis in this section, the variables to which the BESTs are 
sensitive to are pin-pointed. This makes user aware of such variables while employing BESTs in 
design state or during process of other usages. 
Lastly, this thesis offers a guide to choose software: for different mechanism dominant cases, 
choose a software package which gives medium prediction will be more reasonable. 
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Study 
There are several shortcomings in this study, and they are listed: 
• There is no analytical case developed in this thesis; the comparative study can find out 
outliers but cannot determine which one is more close to reality. 
• In the empirical test, due to the complex characteristic of real building operation, cases 
with air-conditioning system cannot be obtained; and due to the uncontrollable boundary 
conditions, the case is not as powerful as test cell facility. However, this study  
• In the sensitivity test, only a simple room without windows is used. This can only show 
the sensitivity of BESTs to uncertainty of input in conduction dominant cases. 
For further test and validation work, recommendations are given as below: 
1. The “truth” should be obtained to test and validate BESTs, either by analytical method or by 
well-monitored test cell. 
2. Research should be carried out for mechanism researches how to couple the ground heat 
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Appendix A: Summary of IEA BESTEST 
The IEA BESTEST cases are listed for reference in this section; the qualification procedure and 
diagnostic procedure are also listed in this section. 
More detailed information can be found in reference by R. Judkoff et al. (1995).









































Case 195 tests solid conduction 
200 20,20 L 0 0 0.1 0.1 NA 0.1 0 S NO 
Do cases 200 thru 215 only if you can 
explicitly adjust infra-red emissivity in 
your code.  
Cases 200, 195 tests film convection 
algorithms. The major portion of the 
change in results between 200 & 195 
will be from the opaque window. 
Increased differences between codes 
will be from the different film 
algorithms. 
Cases 210, 200 test ext ir with int ir 
off 
Cases 220, 215 test ext ir with int ir on 
Case 215, 200 test int ir with ext ir off 
210 20,20 L 0 0 0.1 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO 
215 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.1 NA 0.1 0 S NO 
220 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO 
Cases 220, 210 test int ir with ext ir 
on. 
Case 220 is base for 230~270 
230 20,20 L 0 1 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO Cases 230, 220 test infiltration. 
240 20,20 L 200 0 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO Cases 240, 220 test internal gain. 
250 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 NA 0.9 0 S NO 
Cases 250, 220 test exterior solar 
absorptance/incident solar 
270 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 12 S NO 
Cases 270, 220 test south solar 
transmittance/incident solar. 
280 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 12 S NO Cases 280, 270 test cavity albedo. 
290 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 12 S 1.0m H 
Cases 290, 270 test south horizontal 
overhang 
300 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 6,6 E,W NO 
Cases 300, 270 test east & west solar 
transmittance & incidence. 
310 20,20 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 6,6 E,W 
1.0 m 
HV 
Cases 310, 270 test east & west 
overhang & fins 
320 20,27 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 12 S NO 
Cases 320, 270 test thermostat dead 
band. 
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Note1: Cases with 0 glass area (except case 195 & 395) have a “High Conductance Wall” in place of 
the window and with the same area as the window. 
Case 195 has neither a window, nor a “High Conductance Wall”, but consists of 100% normally 
insulated wall as specified for the light-weight cases. 
Note 2: The “High Conductance Wall” has the same exterior& interior IR emissivity, and the same 
solar Absorptivity as specified for the normal wall in each area. 
The “High Conductance Wall” surface texture is very smooth (like glass). 
Note 3: TITLES: H=Heating, C=Cooling, V=Ventilation; L=Lightweight, H=Heavyweight 
INTGEN 200 means a constant heat input of 200W (60% radiant, 40% convective) 
ACH INFILTR=Air Change per Hour Infiltration; INT=Interior, EXT=Exterior, 
EMISSIV=Emissivity 
SW=Shortwave, ABSORP=Absorptivity; ORIENT=Orientation, S=South, EW=East & West 
SHADE=Window Shading Device, 1.0mH=1meter deep Horizontal shade 
HV= Combination Horizontal & Vertical Shade 
Note 4: Interior short wave absorptance doesn’t matter when glass area is 0 


























395 20,27 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 
See 
note 3 
S NO Case 395 tests solid conduction 
400 20,27 L 0 0 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO 
Cases 400, 395 test surface convection & IR. 
(see note 4) 
410 20,27 L 0 0.5 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO Cases 410, 400 test infiltration 
420 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 NA 0.1 0 S NO Cases 420, 410 test internal heat generation 
430 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 NA 0.6 0 S NO 
Cases 430, 420 test exterior solar absorptance 
& incident solar 
440 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.6 12 S NO 
Cases 440, 600 test interior solar absorptance 
& cavity albedo. 
600 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO Cases 600, 430 test south solar transmission. 
610 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S 1.0mH Cases 610, 600 test south overhang 
620 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 6,6 E,W NO 
Cases 620, 600 test east & west solar 
transmittance & incidence 
630 20,27 L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 6,6 E,W 1.0mHV 
Cases 630, 620 test east & west overhang & 
fins 
640 SETBACK L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO Cases 640, 600 test night setback 
650 27,V L 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO Cases 650, 600 test venting 
800 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 NA 0.6 0 S NO 
Cases 800, 430 test thermal mass with no 
transmitted solar 
810 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.6 12 S NO 
Cases 810, 900 test interior solar absorptance 
& mass interaction. 
900 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO 
Cases 900, 600 test thermal mass & solar 
interaction 
910 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S 1.0mH Cases 910, 900 test south overhang/mass 




920 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 6,6 E,W NO 
Cases920, 900 test east & west 
transmittance/mass interaction 
930 20,27 H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 6,6 E,W 1.0mHV 
Cases 930, 920 test east & west shading/mass 
interaction 
940 SETBACK H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO Cases 940, 900 test setback/mass interaction 
950 27,V H 200 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 12 S NO Cases 950, 900 test venting/mass interaction 




SEE SPECIFICATION IN TEXT 990 tests ground coupling. 
600FF NONE Note 1: These cases tabled FF (Free-Float) are exactly the same as the non FF cases 
except there are non mechanical heating or cooling systems. Thus the interior 
temperature are allowed to FREE-FLOAT 
Note 2: For explanation of TITLES see Notes at bottom of table 1_11. 
Note 3: Case 395 has neither a window, nor an “opaque window”. It consists of 
100% normally insulated wall as specified for the light-weight case. 
Note 4: Cases 400, 395 test surface convection and IR radiation. The major portion 
of the change in results will be from the opaque window. Increased differences 
between codes will be from the different film convection & IR algorithms. 
900FF NONE 
650FF NONE, V 
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Appendix B: Method of Boundary Condition Control in the 
Chosen BESTs 
In this appendix, the chosen BESTs are described in detail; the user interface, and the input field 
used to control boundary conditions are shown by figures. 
TAS 9.0.9 
TAS 9.0.9 can be used to simulate building heat transfer, cooling load and energy consumption 
by air-conditioning systems. Two main shortcomings are: first, energy consumption by the air-
conditioning system can only be obtained after whole year cooling load profile is obtained, and 
there is no interaction between air-conditioning system and internal air mass; second, the model 
building system does not support “dimension input” or “snap” function; therefore, the model built 
in TAS is not precisely the same with what is planned. The appearance and panels used to set up 
boundary conditions are shown in below figures, which are labeled from Figure 1a to Figure 1g 
IES 5.9.0.1 
IES 5.9.0.1 can be used to simulate building heat transfer, air-conditioning system, daylighting, 
fluid dynamics, and other processes related to building; however, acoustics cannot be simulated 
by IES, and most of the BESTs cannot simulate acoustic performance. IES is widespread 
software which has solid mathematical and scientific bases. It has a internal module which helps 
to build up buildings. The appearance and panels used to set up boundary conditions are shown in 
below figures, which are labeled from Figure 2a to Figure 2e. 
 




EnergyPlus was developed on basis of two BESTs, DOE and BLAST. EnergyPlus draws the 
merits of DOE and BLAST; it simulates building and air-conditioning system simultaneously. It 
has the ability to simulate building heat transfer, advanced building façade, HVAC system and 
lighting system. However, it is designed mainly for research and therefore it does not have a user-
friendly interface. There are several plug-ins which have been developed to facilitate the 
simulation process with EnergyPlus; OpenStudio (based on SketchUp by Google) and 
DesignBuilder are two popular plug-ins. When the HVAC system needs to be modeled in detail, 
the user has to go back to the “IdfEditor” inside EnergyPlus. The appearance and panels used to 
set up boundary conditions are shown in below figures, which are labeled from Figure 3a to 
Figure 3e. 




Figure 1a. Model building window in TAS 
 
Figure1b. Building general settings for energy simulation in TAS 




Figure 1c. Weather setting in TAS 
 
Figure 1d. Setting of opaue wall property in TAS 




Figure 1e. Glazing system settings in TAS 
 
Figure 1f. Setting of shading devices in TAS 




Figure 1g. Internal condition settings for internal gain, heater, cooler, and thermostat in TAS 
 
Figure 2a. Module used to build up buildings in IES 




Figure 2b. Panel used to define property of opaque construction elements in IES 
 
Figure 2c. Panel used to define property of glazing system in IES 
 
 




Figure 2d. Weather and site general information setting in IES 




Figure 2e. Panel used to define infiltration in IES 




Figure 3a. Panels in EnergyPlus Part I 
 
Figure 3b. Panels in EnergyPlus Part II 
 
